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Abstract
First Steps in Retrofitting a Versatile Software Testing Infrastructure to Android
Author: Carol Anne Oliver
Advisor: Heather Crawford, Ph.D.

Are existing software testing technologies satisfying the needs of mobile software testing
practitioners? This dissertation provides evidence that the existing technologies fall short
of practitioner’s actual needs and analyzes some reasons why this is so. The first
contribution presents a framework for analyzing the software testing needs of practitioners,
which is then used to assess the existing software testing tools and body of research,
revealing significant gaps. The second contribution proposes a vision for a new software
testing technology for mobile apps, which is then applied to a real-world problem causing
problems for software testing practitioners (namely, the verification of GUI layouts on
diverse mobile devices). The third contribution presents a detailed, ecosystem-independent
approach for implementing this new solution. The fourth contribution applies this generic
implementation to Android, exposes missing infrastructure within Android, and presents
first steps toward a solution. Finally, this dissertation discusses the ramifications of lessons
learned during this work and a variety of paths for further research.
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Introduction
At a 2016 conference of highly-experienced, well-established automated software testing
enthusiasts and advocates, multiple practitioners reported giving up on applying automated
testing to mobile apps developed at their companies because the testing tools were not
capable of doing what they needed. These practitioners put in months of effort (18 months
in one case) before giving up on the existing tools (Austin Test Automation Bazaar,
personal communication, January 15, 2016). Although anecdotal, very little in the
academic literature on mobile software testing reflects this problem; the closest is a few
papers concerned with a lack of adoption of research results in industrial practice
(Banerjee, Nguyen, Garousi, & Memon, 2013; Costa, Paiva, & Nabuco, 2014; Takala,
Katara, & Harty, 2011). However, adoption of academic research results is somewhat
orthogonal to the efficacy of available mobile software testing tools. Except for the
challenges in repeating tests at scale across many different devices, little research attention
is paid to test execution because of the existence of officially supported software
automation tools in each mobile ecosystem (Morgado & Paiva, 2015a). Yet practitioners
who highly value automated testing have given up on using those tools after significant
efforts to make them work. This dissertation grew out of exploring that gap, working to
identify reasons for its existence, and searching for ways to bridge it.
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Many types of testing concerns need addressing when preparing a mobile app for
production release. App usability and accessibility, installation and update accuracy,
security and performance, etc. – all these are very important concerns for mobile apps.
However, it is in Functionality Testing where the existing tools let down practitioners
badly enough to make automated testing advocates revert to manual testing processes for
the bulk of their testing work, so it is Functionality Testing that this paper examines.
Chapter 1 examines the state of functionality testing for mobile software today.
Mobile software inherited the testing technologies developed before mobile computing
became viable, leading to the research question: Why has the established software testing
efficacy broken down when applied to automating testing of mobile apps?
Chapter 2 presents a new framework for analyzing the software testing needs of
practitioners and analyzes the research question: What gaps are revealed when this new
framework is used to view the existing body of research and widely-available software
testing tools?
Chapter 3 proposes a solution for closing some of those gaps by introducing a
vision for a new software testing technology that leverages technology advances in how
GUI1 applications are constructed.

1

Graphical User Interface
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Chapter 4 applies the new software testing technology approach to designing a tool
capable of efficiently verifying GUI layouts on diverse mobile devices. This is a realworld problem causing difficulty for software testing practitioners. The tool design is
independent of any mobile ecosystem, although the implementations must be customized
for each.
Chapter 5 discusses the experience of implementing this new GUI-layout
verification tool for Android and the surprises encountered in the attempt. The
implementation process revealed that Android is missing necessary infrastructure to permit
the new technology approach to work. Alternatives are considered, and first steps toward a
solution presented.
Chapter 6 discusses the ramifications of lessons learned during this work and a
variety of paths for further research.

Vocabulary Note
This work discusses code moving from Development Focus to Testing Focus. These
phrases are used to emphasize that no adherence to any particular software development
methodology is implied (e.g., Waterfall, Agile, etc.). In a company with separate
departments for development and testing, this change in focus corresponds to sending the
code from one department to another. In a one-person shop, this change of focus
corresponds to removing the Developer Hat and donning the Tester Hat. Who does the
work and when that work is done are not in scope in this dissertation. The scope of this
dissertation is what work it is possible to do and why that work may be worthwhile.

4
Development Focus work is about trying to find a way to make something work.
Testing Focus work is about challenging what has been created to see if it will hold up no
matter what adverse circumstances occur. These are two creative efforts with a shared
purpose (the production of successful software) but different – and contradictory – goals.

Generality Note
Much of this dissertation’s analysis is generally applicable to any mobile ecosystem, but
technical details presented are specific to Android. Analysis required examination of the
operating system source code in some instances, and only Android features an open-source
reference specification.
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Chapter 1
The Existing State of Mobile App Testing
Given that mobile software testing inherited all the testing technologies developed before
mobile computing, and given that automation of desktop and web application testing is
regarded as sufficiently effective to be worth doing, why has the established efficacy of
those same technologies broken down for automating the testing of mobile software?

1.1 The Pyramids View of Mobile Software Testing
Little in the academic literature supported the anecdotal evidence that automated testing
was failing to handle mobile software testing needs, but support was found in the
practitioner literature amongst those who are strong advocates for extensive automated
testing. (Knott, 2015, pp. 106–107) presents an insightful view of the state of automated
mobile testing versus prior automated testing. Mike Cohn, one of the founders of both the
Agile Alliance and the Scrum Alliance (Mountain Goat Software), created the Test
Automation Pyramid (Figure 1), which has been endorsed by Martin Fowler, whose book
Refactoring popularized that coding practice (Fowler, 1999). This pyramid shows the
relative proportions of automated tests of various scopes. (“E2E” stands for end-to-end.)
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Figure 1. Cohn's Test Automation Pyramid. From (Knott, 2015, p. 106).

Note that the entirety of Cohn’s Test Automation Pyramid represents automated
tests; manual tests are relatively so rare that they appear in a little cloud bubble as almost
an afterthought (reflecting Cohn’s goal for automation to do as much testing work as
possible). Test automation advocates do manual testing for desktop and web applications,
but automation tools carry the brunt of the workload.
Contrast this with Knott’s pyramid representing the state of mobile automated
software testing (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Knott's Mobile Testing Pyramid. From (Knott, 2015, p. 107)
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Note that the bulk of the workload for mobile testing is carried by manual tests, not
by automated ones2. Knott’s pyramid summarizes the experiential evidence, his own and
that reported to him by other automated testers; this is consistent with the experience
reports I informally collected from experienced automated testing advocates. These
widespread experiences support the conclusion that automated testing is not providing
sufficient value in testing mobile apps, leading to questions about why this is the case.

1.2 Major Historical Phases of Computing and Software Testing
History tells how software testing came to be what it is today. A look at the arc of
computing history reveals how software testing is inevitably entwined with the state of
computing technology.
The earliest computers created a 100% known software execution environment:
Programs were written in each computer’s particular language to take advantage of each
computer’s unique capabilities and restrictions. Unless a moth flew into the hardware3, the
full context of the computer while running the program was predictable. Mainframes
diversified, computing languages abstracted, and programs came to be written for multiple
hardware platforms. The software execution environment could no longer be fully

2

Also note that Integration Testing is missing from the Mobile Testing Pyramid; more on this in

Chapter 3.
3

The historical first bug, found in 1947. See http://www.computerhistory.org/tdih/September/9/.
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predicted, but the variations between computing execution environments remained
relatively constrained.
The emergence of desktop computing created an explosion of change. Many new
hardware manufacturers emerged, making both new computers and various accessories to
extend their capabilities. Peripherals all spoke different hardware languages and operating
systems relied on the hardware manufacturers to create functioning drivers to enable their
devices to work on consumers’ systems. For some years, computing saw rampant device
driver incompatibilities (Dr. Cem Kaner, personal communication, June 2017). When a
consumer purchased desktop printing software, the consumer needed to check if their
printer was on the list of compatible printers for that program. It was hard to predict the
execution environment for software, and strange errors occurred (e.g., a program might not
run if a peripheral not even used by that program was attached to the system).
Then standards emerged and the operating systems with consumer-market
dominance took over the bulk of interfacing to hardware (Dr. Cem Kaner, personal
communication, June 2017). Most hardware manufacturers implemented exactly that
interface, most software manufacturers programmed for only that interface, and the
operating system passed information across the border. Execution environments for
programs became largely predictable again, and problems related to environmental
conditions became a relatively small aspect of software testing.
The emergence of mobile computing created another explosion of change, several
magnitudes larger. There is now a very rapid change cycle for hardware, operating
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systems, and applications. Rather than years, merely months pass between major changes
in each category. A few consumers change quickly to the most recent everything; many
lag a few revisions behind state of the art (Android Open Source Project, 2018a); and a few
still run systems others have consigned to museums (Google Tech Talks, 2013). Just that
aspect of environmental conditions is wildly variable for mobile apps.
The mere aspect of mobility adds to the unpredictability of environmental
conditions while a program runs. As they move about the world, mobile devices change
their network connectivity methods and parameters, and they are impacted by changes in
the geography and weather conditions around them. Anecdotally, network connectivity
around skyscrapers and device stability in extreme temperatures are both problems.
Exacerbating the unpredictability problem, mobile devices consume input from a wide
variety of sensors that previously were specialty equipment but now are commonplace, like
magnetometers and accelerometers. Applications are expected to respond to a great deal of
that data, and sometimes the mobile operating system imposes the new conditions on the
programs whether the programs handle them gracefully or not (e.g., screen orientation
changes, dimming the screen in response to changes in ambient light, replacing the active
network connection details at any moment, etc.) These types of environmental
unpredictability cannot be solved by standardization of interfaces; they are inherent aspects
of mobile computing.
This history shows that mobile apps operate within a fundamentally different scale
and scope of environmental unpredictability than programs in any prior computing era. To
be effective, automated software testing tools need to address this unpredictability directly.
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1.3 Software Testing Technologies
The process of performing a software test consists of creating the test, executing the test,
and evaluating what happened as a result. Whether manual or automated, executing a test
relies on specific technology to make it function. These software testing technologies are
mechanisms for exercising a program in directed ways or for obtaining information about
the software’s behavior. They are the keys which enable different test methods, the
gateways which define the character of what kinds of tests are possible.
I identified seven core testing technologies presently in the existing literature:
1) Physical devices
2) Virtual devices (emulators and simulators)
3) Simulation environments
4) Mechanisms for interacting with the Visual GUI Tree
5) Image-comparison
6) Code manipulation (e.g., xUnit, code instrumentation)
7) System monitoring
Each technology enables certain kinds of tests and is better-suited to some types of
investigations than others. Existing tools and testing approaches fulfill a technology’s
potential to differing degrees, and these specific implementations of a technology may be
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evaluated in terms of how well each handles the environmental unpredictability
characteristic of mobile software.

1.3.1 Physical Devices
Testing on actual physical devices is the baseline testing technology. When programs were
written for just one computer, testing the program meant running it to see if it worked, at
least well enough for the intended purpose at that time. Beginning programming students
do the same thing today.
As computers diversified, software testing on physical devices expanded to include
compatibility assessments between the program and different execution environments. In
the desktop computing era, software development companies typically had test labs
containing a variety of supported equipment. Companies could buy representative
hardware for all their major supported systems and expect to use these machines for years;
significantly new systems came out every few years when chipsets changed, and the
operating systems updated every few years as well.
In the mobile era, the comprehensive in-house test lab has ceased to be feasible.
Instead of dozens of distinct hardware platforms, there are thousands in use worldwide
(OpenSignal, 2015). New device models appear at least once a year from most device
manufacturers, and sometimes more frequently than that; operating systems receive
frequent major updates (sometimes several times per year) and nearly continuous minor
updates (Knott, 2015, p. 6). The scale and pace of mobile environment changes make
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maintaining traditional in-house test labs of physical devices for all in-scope systems
prohibitively expensive.
Thus, the environmental unpredictability problem mobile software testing faces for
this technology is simply access to a diverse-enough collection of physical devices.

1.3.1.1 Accessing Sufficient Diversity
One strategy amongst practitioners is to test only on the top 10-15 devices in use by the
app’s target users, broken into strata of high-end devices, mid-range devices, and low-end
devices (Knott, 2015, 7, 33-34; Vilkomir & Amstutz, 2014; Vilkomir, Marszalkowski,
Perry, & Mahendrakar, 2015; Zhang, Gao, Cheng, & Uehara, 2015). At any given
moment, the high-end devices are the latest premium models on the market, the mid-range
devices are slightly older premium models or new devices slightly below the top models,
and the low-end devices are very aged or price-conscious models; which devices belong in
which grouping changes very quickly, as new devices are released. Despite its limitations,
this strategy should work adequately for reasonably homogeneous target populations; as
the diversity of target users increases, more of their systems will not be represented in this
sampling strategy.
Another option is to visit an Open Device Lab and test on the donated equipment
that lab happens to have available (OpenDeviceLab.com). While the devices and their
configurations may be unpredictable, these machines are free to use. This ought to help
independent developers and small companies to be competitive in the mobile app space,
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but access to such labs is highly dependent on geography. Combined with the
unpredictability of device coverage, this strategy is of limited use.
Arguably, the most common option in modern app development is cloud-based
testing. Fundamentally, these cloud services leverage existing software testing
technologies to provide networked manual or automated access to physical devices hosted
and maintained by the cloud service provider. The kinds of tests that can be performed on
such devices are bounded by the testing interfaces provided by the service. Various
providers exist and exactly who is in business changes over time. A sampling based on a
Bing search for “mobile device test cloud” yielded ten providers in the first two pages of
search results. As seen in Table 1, all these services primarily support frameworks
replicating user interactions with an app; more on this in the discussion about Visual GUI
Tree technology.
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Table 1. Cloud Testing Services. Based on a Bing web search for “mobile device test cloud”
done in March 2018. Testing frameworks only included if they supported native mobile apps
and if at least two services supported them. Inspection of omitted services showed all either
targeted website applications or connected to less-popular methods of simulating user actions
for native mobile apps. See Appendix A for website listings of cloud testing services and
native app testing frameworks appearing in the table.

4

Native Apps are mobile apps programmed in the primary language for that platform, do their

processing locally on the mobile device, and have access to the embedded sensors and other
equipment built into the device. They contrast with Mobile Web Apps, which are light appwrappers around websites; Hybrid Apps combine features of both Native and Web Apps (Knott,
2015, pp. 19–23).
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1.3.1.2 Technology Strengths and Limitations
The greatest strength of testing on physical devices is trustworthy realism about how apps
will behave on that device. Although that observation seems obvious, fidelity to reality is a
great enough issue in mobile app testing that the point is emphasized by academics and
practitioners alike (Delamaro, Vincenzi, & Maldonado, 2006; Gao, Tsai, Paul, Bai, &
Uehara, 2014; Knott, 2015, p. 116; Muccini, Di Francesco, & Esposito, 2012; Nagowah &
Sowamber, 2012; Ridene & Barbier, 2011; Vilkomir & Amstutz, 2014).
One of the motivators for the emphasis on realism is the mobile fragmentation
problem (Halpern, Zhu, Peri, & Reddi, 2015; Knott, 2015, p. 5; Rajapakse, 2008). Mobile
hardware varies greatly in chipsets; screen size, display resolution and pixel density;
number and types of network interfaces, sensors, and embedded devices (e.g., camera,
speakers); quantity of working memory and local storage space; and battery performance.
(Griebe & Gruhn, 2014; Knott, 2015; Muccini et al., 2012) particularly note the ability to
access device-specific hardware, use real data networks, and capture real performance
metrics as key benefits of testing on physical devices. The current state-of-the-art solution
to this vast variety is to test on a sufficient number of real devices, where “sufficient” is
interpreted individually by every software publisher.
Some limitations apply to using physical devices as a testing technology. Mobile
devices are consumer devices, and (Google Tech Talks, 2013) points out that consumer
devices are not designed to run 24x7, so hardware used for extensive testing will fail after a
few months and need replacing. Another limitation is that it takes a certain amount of time
to put a device into a clean state, ready for testing; to install the app to be tested; to launch
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it and manipulate it to the desired starting state for a test run; and finally to execute the test
and gather the results. (Gronli & Ghinea, 2016) point out that installing tests to physical
devices is too slow to support test-driven development. The time costs may also be too
slow to run very large test suites, thereby limiting the number and type of tests that can be
executed on physical devices as a practical matter.

1.3.1.3 Implementation Limitations
Another pragmatic limitation on the number and type of tests executed remains the
financial cost of testing. Even though cloud-based testing services have dramatically
lowered the costs to software producers of provisioning and maintaining physical devices,
these services still cost money. Budget and service constraints limit the testing minutes
purchased for a project, forcing tradeoffs in what is tested and how extensively. Somewhat
in opposition to the field’s emphasis on testing on real devices for trustworthy results,
(Xavier, Matteussi, Franca, Pereira, & Rose, 2017) predict that the costs of using physicaldevice cloud services will drive a dramatic increase in the usage of virtual-device cloud
services, as development shops try to make better use of their testing budgets.
There are also limitations in the tools implemented to automate testing on physical
devices. These are subject to change over time, but two noted in the research literature are
difficulties in programming tests based on touch-gestures (Franke, Kowalewski, Weise, &
Prakobkosol, 2012; Lin, Chu, Yu, & Lai, 2014) and tests based on receipt of phone calls or
text messages by the device (Franke et al., 2012). In both cases, the ability to program
such tests on virtual devices preceded the ability to do so on physical devices.
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Cloud-based pools of physical devices vastly improved access to a variety of
devices, but there is little variety in the physical or network environments of server rooms,
providing little opportunity to exercise the embedded sensors and other equipment in
cloud-based mobile devices. Examining these aspects of mobile devices in any detail still
requires physical access to the appropriate device, and the common solution is for
individuals to move around the world, interacting with each device one at a time. The
obvious problems in scaling this approach explain the appeal of crowdsourcing5 testing,
but that approach lends itself to haphazard data collection and great challenges in
repeatability.
Cloud-based testing is also limited in its possibilities by the testing interfaces that
the service providers support. Generally, it is not possible to extend or replace a provider’s
testing framework, so tests are constrained to the types and design styles the provided
frameworks support.

1.3.1.4 Physical Devices Technology Summary
Testing on physical devices yields highly trustworthy results but also incurs testmanagement overhead costs that can be significant, somewhat limiting scale. Cloud-based
providers close the gap in trying to examine the effects of all the combinations of hardware
and operating system versions, but they do so in a server room environment that provides

5

The practice of outsourcing testing to a crowd of people, mostly without any technical training, in

an attempt to obtain useful feedback about how the software will perform for real users (Knott 2015,
pp. 141–145).
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little scope for exercising the embedded sensors and other equipment in mobile devices. A
robust solution to scaling testing that exercises embedded sensors and equipment is either
not yet invented or not yet widely available. The types and design styles of tests run on
cloud-based devices are limited to what the provider’s frameworks support; support for
custom testing needs is quite rare.

1.3.2 Virtual Devices
Virtual devices leverage readily-available and affordable hardware to mimic the specific
hardware and operating environment of less easily obtained systems. The manual analog is
the collection of techniques involved in desk-checking, where a human reads through the
code, pretending to be the computer, analyzing how the program is going to run.
Computer-based virtual environments appear to have their roots in the first timesharing operating systems of the 1960s (Creasy, 1981; Pettus, 1999). Over the next several
decades, computing professionals developed a decided preference for emulators over
simulators (Dr. William H. Allen III, personal communication, August 29, 2018).
Simulators ran faster, but they characteristically used the full resources of the host
computer to perform the computing tasks. Emulators created representations of the foreign
hardware within the host computer, using just the resources the real device would have
available and using a virtual chipset to execute the foreign program at the binary or systemcall level. Programs run on simulators needed to be recompiled after testing before they
could run on their target system; programs run on emulators were binary-compatible and
could be moved directly to their destination. Testing on simulators gave an approximation
of how the program would behave on its target computer, but the exact fidelity in
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representing the emulated device created great trust in the results obtained while using the
emulator.
At the beginning of the mobile era, devices were especially resource-constrained,
making it difficult to run testing software on the physical devices (Delamaro et al., 2006;
Satoh, 2003). Vendors addressed this problem by providing virtual devices to enable
testing (Satoh, 2003). Although traditional programs tend to be developed on their target
platforms, mobile apps are developed on desktop computers and deployed to mobile
devices later. Consequently, virtual devices are everyday tools during mobile app
development today. The Apple Simulator is provided as part of the Xcode development
tools and enables the simulation of iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch, and Apple TV
environments on a Macintosh desktop machine (Apple Inc., 2017). In the Windows
ecosystem, the Microsoft Emulator desktop application (Microsoft, n.d.b) and a simulator
within the Visual Studio IDE6 (Microsoft, n.d.a) provide ways to run UWP7 Apps on a
Windows desktop. In the Android ecosystem, the Android Emulator within the Android
Studio IDE simulates a variety of pre-defined Android phones, tablets, wearables running
Wear OS, and Android TV devices (Android Open Source Project, n.d.h).

6

Integrated Development Environment, an integrated suite of tools to enhance and ease code

development.
7

Universal Windows Platform, the common application architecture for all devices introduced with

Windows 10.
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1.3.2.1 Technology Strengths and Limitations
The primary strengths of virtual devices for mobile apps today are enabling development
tasks on non-mobile systems and the ease of switching between device configurations
(Google Tech Talks, 2013; Nagowah & Sowamber, 2012). The practical matter of cost
savings is another strength inherent in the technology (Gao et al., 2014; Knott, 2015,
p. 115; Xavier et al., 2017).
The history of simulators and emulators from the desktop era has shaped
expectations about them in the mobile era. When the term “emulator” is applied, the
implication is that it will provide the exact fidelity trustworthiness of the prior era.
Unfortunately, there are significant limitations to the virtual devices representing
mobile devices. Although the mobile CPU, OS version, RAM, and screen size, resolution,
and pixel density are virtually represented, it is well-understood that sensors and other
embedded hardware commonly are not. Functionality involving the camera, GPS,
accelerometer, microphone, speakers, gyroscope, or compass; sensors for ambient light,
pressure, temperature, humidity, or proximity; and network connections like Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, NFC (Near Field Communication), and cellular communications for 3G, 4G, etc. –
all these are difficult or impossible to test on virtual devices, especially those provided by
the platform vendors (Griebe & Gruhn, 2014; Knott, 2015, p. 115; Muccini et al., 2012). It
is not clear that including all these embedded components in a virtual device would be
useful; most of these are pure input mechanisms, not manipulated by either the user or the
program. Merely representing them as pieces of hardware in a virtual device is not enough
to make them usable; a different technology is required.
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1.3.2.2 Implementation Limitations
The Android ecosystem faces another set of serious limitations, stemming from its opensource nature. Microsoft controls their operating system, and Apple controls both their
hardware and their operating system, so these ecosystems may not have the same problem.
However, the Android OS is commonly customized by both hardware
manufacturers and cell service providers. Some of this customization is required to make
Android work on the equipment; other aspects are customized for user experience, and
sometimes these changes are very significant functionality differences. Complicating
matters, most of these customizations are proprietary and therefore not publicly
documented.
This means the best the Android Emulator can do after setting up the partialhardware representation of a device is to layer on a stock version8 of Android OS. Seen in
that light, it is not just that features to send context data to the virtual device are awkward
to use or unavailable, it is that testing on a virtual device lies about how well things will
work in the field. The virtual devices are idealized deployment environments that
incompletely and inaccurately represent the real devices.

8

Google Tech Talks (2013) explains that all Android Emulator images are rooted (i.e., the user

account has been given root access, meaning full control of the OS), although consumer devices
generally are not, and that the Android OS applied in the Emulator has been modified to be more
test-friendly and to do more logging. For testing purposes, these are practical, probably desirable
things, but they further distance the results from exact fidelity.
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This explains why practitioners strongly advise each other to test primarily on
physical devices, limiting the use of virtual devices to only the most basic, simplistic tests
(Knott, 2015, p. 52; Kohl, 2012, pp. 278–279). Experienced practitioners report a
complete unwillingness to test on virtual devices because they are completely unreliable,
even when sensors and other special hardware components are not involved (Austin Test
Automation Bazaar, personal communication, January 15, 2016).
This situation leads to strong exhortations between practitioners to test apps in real
environments. (Knott, 2015, pp. 3–4) opens his book with the example of testing a ski-data
app to record downhill speeds and share records with friends; Knott asserts that the app
must be tested while skiing down slopes, at frigid temperatures, under various network
conditions including near the border between different countries. This is a serious
suggestion, yet (Satoh, 2003, 2004) pointed out that it was ridiculous to expect mobile
testers to walk to different floors in a building to test whether a device could access and
print to the local printer for that floor.
This evidence suggests that the available tools are not doing what practitioners
most need the tools to do.

1.3.2.3 Virtual Devices Technology Summary
Testing on virtual devices enables effective development of mobile apps, since
development is done on different systems than where the software is deployed. However,
all mobile virtual devices lack completeness; significant hardware components are
routinely omitted, and Virtual Device technology alone is insufficient to exercise the
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sensors and other embedded equipment even if they were included. The Android Emulator
diverges even further from exact fidelity in representing a physical device because it can
only apply a stock version of the Android operating system, absent all proprietary
customizations made by hardware manufacturers or cell service providers.

1.3.3 Simulation Environments
Simulation environments take simulation beyond the device level, instead creating virtual
representations of various aspects of the world surrounding the mobile device. Academic
work has mostly studied mobile network communications. (Estevez & Carlsson, 2014)
tackle a single device moving through the world, and (Bertolino, Angelis, Lonetti, &
Sabetta, 2008; Eugster, Garbinato, & Holzer, 2009; Meads, Naderi, & Warren, 2015)
tackle multiple mobile devices moving about and interacting with each other.
Work has been done on simulating much richer data contexts that may encompass
several mobile sensors and embedded devices simultaneously. (Campillo-Sanchez,
Serrano, & Botía, 2013) connect a physical device to an avatar moving through a complex
virtual world, and (Liang et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2014) apply a database of collected realworld conditions to the operating context of a device running an app.
Many of the problems in testing Knott’s skiing app scenario could be addressed by
good simulation environments, but practitioners are not speaking extensively about
simulation in its broader sense. (Knott, 2015) says nothing at all about it, and (Kohl, 2012,
p. 505) only mentions “network traffic emulators” that simulate communication speeds and
errors. There is little discussion in the practitioner literature about simulation being used
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for mobile software testing. This suggests that good tools for useful mobile simulation
environments are not generally accessible to practitioners.

1.3.3.1 Technology Strengths and Limitations
Simulation environments bring realistic deployment scenarios into a controlled lab
environment, allowing intensive variation of specific aspects of interest without the
expense of travelling to the correct conditions or waiting long enough for the correct
conditions to occur. Most applications of simulation environments also involve
sophisticated modeling of the conditions of interest, to ensure the simulation meaningfully
represents real conditions. For example, performance testing of websites typically involves
estimates mixing percentages of different representative types of users so that realistic
traffic and session loads can be generated. This complexity tends to isolate use of
simulation tools (like those for performance testing websites) to only a few, highlyspecialized testers brought in as consultants when a company has a specific need.
Simulation environments are rarely used – if at all – by most practitioner software testers.

1.3.3.2 Implementation Limitations
The primary limitation of simulation environments applied to mobile testing today is that
there are so few instances exploring it. In (Meads et al., 2015) work on interdevice
communication, they note that existing tools focus on testing user-generated events in short
bursts but do not enable testing extended usage scenarios (an hour or more); this means
that the simulation environments are not representative of reality in terms of how users will
use the apps, the devices, the network resources, etc. (Meads et al., 2015) further note that
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existing tools do not enable testing triggered by sensor readings or background services,
despite that being an extremely common vector of input to modern mobile devices.

1.3.3.3 Simulation Environments Summary
Simulation environments contain rich potential to assist in testing mobile devices, but their
potential is not well-addressed at this time. Academic work investigates networked
communication scenarios and some environmental context simulation, but the scope of the
tests is limited overall. Practitioners seem to have no useful access to tools for applying
simulation environments to testing mobile apps.

1.3.4 Visual GUI Tree
Mechanisms for interacting with the Visual GUI Tree form arguably the most commonly
used GUI application testing technology in use today. The Visual GUI Tree is the
hierarchical arrangement of objects forming the rendered display of a modern GUI. All the
currently-visible objects on the screen (e.g., buttons, images, etc.) are part of it, but so are
many invisible objects that control how objects on the screen are placed (e.g., layout
managers which arrange contained objects in a row horizontally, vertically, or in a grid).
Assistive technologies like screen readers for blind users leverage the Visual GUI Tree, so
it has wide availability on desktop systems, in web browsers, and on mobile devices.
To encode a test accessing the Visual GUI Tree, some absolute identification of the
object in question is required. The earliest interaction mechanisms identified objects based
on their coordinates on the screen, and that remains a common fallback mechanism today.
Some interaction mechanisms scrape the screen to locate specific text, which is then used
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to identify the object of interest; this allows the text to appear at different coordinates and
not break the encoded test. The most reliable means of accessing a specific object is to use
a distinctive attribute of that object, commonly some kind of identifier or xname value. If
such a unique identifier is not available, then the object’s XPath location in the Visual Tree
(i.e., the path of elements that must be traversed to reach the desired element) may be used
to navigate precisely to the desired object.
Once a desired GUI object is located, testing frameworks interact with it as an
object, entering text or sending click commands; more mobile-centric frameworks provide
gesture commands, such as swiping the screen in a particular direction. All the native app
testing frameworks appearing in Table 1 interact with the Visual GUI Tree to simulate user
actions, which means this is the dominant technology used in cloud-based testing services.
(Although the Selenium framework is a tool of this type, it deals with testing web
applications and is thus out of scope for this dissertation.)

1.3.4.1 Technology Strengths and Limitations
Ever since GUIs became widely-implemented using objects, interacting with those objects
by accessing the Visual GUI Tree has become widespread across desktop, web, and mobile
applications. It is an excellent way to automate interaction with a GUI in a manner that
replicates how humans interact with it, through exactly the same objects accessed in almost
the same ways.
When the Visual GUI Tree works, it works very well, but it cannot work when it
cannot uniquely identify an object. (Chang, Yeh, & Miller, 2010) note that sometimes
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GUI objects are not given unique identifier attributes. This happens rather frequently in
practice, because the developers often have no need of such identifiers to uniquely access
the object; consequently, the identifiers required by Visual GUI Tree testing tools may
only be added by special request to accommodate testers. As a matter of human process,
this is not a reliable system; it is tedious work for the developers and adds clutter to their
code.
When unique identifier attributes are unavailable, Visual GUI Tree tools fall back
to XPath navigational routes to objects or to specific coordinates on the screen. Neither of
these works with variable GUI elements – items that may change position in a list as more
data is added to the application, or items that are programmatically populated into a display
template based on runtime selection filters.
Consider a kitchen pantry app that is asked to display only the perishable items
expiring in the next week. Each of those items is selected for display at runtime based on
the state of the database and the value of the timestamp when the query is issued; in mobile
apps, these are typically displayed as individual GUI objects, but there is no reliable
identifying attribute that can be assigned to them and expected to persist across repeated
queries. Sometimes identifiers are dynamically created for such elements while the
program runs, but new values are dynamically created the next time the program runs,
rendering scripting a repeatable test impossible. There is also no guarantee that each type
of item will be unique (how would one distinguish between five different bananas?), and
elements may not be populated into the display in the same order every time. The
identification information simply is not naturally present to set up repeatable tests that will
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succeed across runs of the application. Automating tests in these situations quickly
becomes more a matter of coordinating and maintaining test data than about testing the
behavior of the app.
The Visual GUI Tree also does not handle any case where one GUI element
combines several different behaviors within it, determined by position of interaction on the
element rather than by its object identity. Image maps on web pages are good examples, as
clicking on different parts of the image triggers different actions. Many mobile games
have visual control screens that surficially resemble image maps, where things the user can
choose to do are carefully integrated into an overall image.
The Visual GUI Tree is excellent technology for testing behaviors triggered by
user actions, but not sufficient for testing behaviors not triggered by user actions. Contextdependent inputs from various sensors and most error scenarios need another testing
technology applied before they manifest, because they result from something else
happening while the user is using the app.

1.3.4.2 Implementation Limitations
On the one hand, using the Visual GUI Tree for testing is a mature technology that has
been well-developed across several generations of computing platforms, with wellunderstood recurrent difficulties and well-known solutions to those difficulties. On the
other hand, certain usage limitations have never been robustly supported.
Examples from desktop applications (Bauersfeld & Vos, 2014; Borjesson & Feldt,
2012; Chisholm, 1997; Nyman, 1999) and web applications (Stocco, Leotta, Ricca, &
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Tonella, 2014) note that custom objects are not handled well in Visual GUI Tree tools.
Custom objects derive from established objects but behave differently, often using the
technology in non-standard ways (e.g., a list element that contains different background
colors for each list item but no text, making a color-picker). No references to mobile app
examples were found in the papers reviewed for this research, but mobile programming is
just as open to the creation of custom GUI objects as desktop and web applications. The
testing tools that rely on the Visual GUI Tree only know about the standard GUI widgets;
they cannot know about the custom-created ones, and few tools9 enable programming
extensions to the tool to allow accurate processing of custom GUI widgets.
In a similar vein, (Nyman, 1999) and (Nguyen et al., 2014) document difficulties
in handling GUI components with context-dependent text strings, such as windows titled
after documents or error messages with non-constant details. Sometimes the record-andreplay usage scenario for Visual GUI Tree tools is blamed for the lack of features to handle
this need, as the naïve understanding of record-and-replay expects exact repetition of all
details and does not imagine tuning the recorded script to be more powerful and to handle
variations fitting specific patterns.
(Chang, Yeh, & Miller, 2011) point out that some textual data that is read
programmatically from object attributes may not be formatted the same way as the text

9

(Nguyen, Robbins, Banerjee, and Memon, 2014) note their desktop GUITAR framework can be

extended with custom modules, but it is not clear this can migrate to MobiGUITAR for mobile app
testing.
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string is displayed on screen. Date and time stamps are particularly likely to diverge.
Where the discrepancy matters, this ought to be easily addressed with a little code during
Testing Focus work. However, this faces the same difficulty as handling custom GUI
widgets and handling parameterized scripts: Much of the marketing around these tools
focuses on enabling testing by non-programmers, so features enabling coding flexibility
are not high-priority for the tool-makers.
(Gronli & Ghinea, 2016) note that mobile apps reliant on animations and clockbased display changes can exhibit erratic failures when tests are replayed, due to timing
issues that render some GUI widgets inaccessible or not present when the test script
expects to find them. This is something of a surprise, as the need for tools to support a
“wait for element” feature is well-established in the history of using these tools prior to the
mobile era; however, (Google Tech Talks, 2013) suggests that new instantiations of using
this technology may be independently rediscovering this need rather than considering it
essential from the beginning.

1.3.4.3 Visual GUI Tree Technology Summary
The Visual GUI Tree is both an excellent and dominant technology for testing mobile apps,
but the technology suffers from a persistent lack of capacity to handle custom objects and
display patterns that vary in specific details, such as error messages. These limitations are
exacerbated by variable GUI elements, which are becoming more common in mobile apps
because it saves memory to not instantiate elements not visible on the screen; typically
populated as list elements at runtime, these elements commonly lack unique identifiers,
reliable paths to their location in the GUI Tree, and unique text contents. Another testing
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technology is required to test behaviors that results from context-data input or most error
conditions, as these situations are not triggered by user actions.

1.3.5 Image Comparison
Image comparison tools take a snapshot of the rendered display of a running program then
compare that snapshot to a reference image previously captured. Either whole-image or
part-image comparisons may be done. The manual version requires humans to visually
compare images to a reference standard.
Testing tools at least as far back as the 1980s used whole-image comparison
techniques (Dr. Cem Kaner, personal communication, June 2017). Written comments in
the early 1990s talk about them doing pixel-by-pixel comparisons of whole windows
(Goldsmith, 1994; Horowitz & Singhera, 1993). These tools were fragile (every tiny
change invalidated the reference image, even if an element just shifted left by one pixel)
and fell out of general use, but there has been a resurgence in their use for testing mobile
apps, where they are used to compare an entire screen’s content to a baseline image (Knott,
2015, p. 109).
The second generation of this technology is part-image comparison, which
analyzes the snapshot of a running program to see if it contains the reference image
somewhere within the whole picture. This is much more resilient to changes in the GUI
layout. (Potter, 1993)’s demo tool Triggers is commonly cited as the first work of this
kind, although (Horowitz & Singhera, 1993) used bitmap part-images in their fully-
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implemented GUI testing tool XTester, which went far beyond a demo implementation of
the idea.
However, comparison of part-images did not occur widely until the introduction of
Sikuli in 2009; the technology required advances in computer vision algorithms and in
hardware capacities to become practical (Yeh, Chang, & Miller, 2009). Sikuli emerged
from work seeking to help users confused by a GUI icon find help documentation without
needing to guess the icon’s text name. (Yeh et al., 2009) also presented a scripting
language and editor enabling users to automate actions based on identifying key parts of
the screen by images rather than name; the examples were used to solve Visual Meaning
problems finessing convenience into a user’s life, such as whether or not a moving bus had
reached a spot on a map close enough for the user to go to the bus stop and board without
significant time waiting beside the road.
(Chang et al., 2010) applied Sikuli specifically to automated testing, focusing
primarily on the benefits of unit tests established to check the implementation of VisualMeaning behaviors, such as the Play button on a video player changing images from the
Play triangle to the Pause bars10 after the Play button was clicked; their scope limited itself
to checking the GUI layer only, without any underlying connections to application
functionality, so in this example nothing would be known about whether or not the video

10

Notice how you had to pause and translate those word-descriptions into the pictures

and ?

That’s the essence of a Visual-Meaning situation: the picture conveys the meaning directly and
anything else just points to the intended meaning through a stand-in representation.
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player could successfully show recorded video. (da Costa, Reis, & Dias-Neto, 2015) take
the same approach but apply Sikuli to the mobile context, checking for things like the
presence or absence of the network connection icon (

).

1.3.5.1 Technology Strengths and Limitations
Part-image comparisons are significantly better-suited for testing Visual-Meaning
situations than tests that try to use the Visual GUI Tree for this purpose. (Groder, 2016)’s
conference presentation for practitioner software testers contains an enlightening example
test case in which the image being searched for on-screen is that of Lake Superior rather
than of a traditional GUI element object. The picture of Lake Superior is a more accurate
indicator of the intended content than any other; if the image claims to be of Lake Superior
but actually depicts an elephant, tools using the Visual GUI Tree data will not notice the
problem, but image-comparison technology should.
However, searching the whole screen for part-image matches is a computationally
expensive operation (Chang et al., 2010; Yeh et al., 2009). This means these tests run
slowly, which limits how many are worth running.
Another problem with using image-comparison for tests is that the technology can
only deal with what is currently visible on the screen – if the target is scrolled off the
visible portion of the screen or occluded by something else, image comparison cannot find
it (Chang et al., 2011; Groder, 2016). Scrolling may alleviate this problem, but anything
that cannot currently be seen cannot be tested.
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1.3.5.2 Implementation Limitations
The current set of image-comparison tools is hampered in effectiveness by several
technology problems that may be addressable with improved code and algorithms. One
impact of these is that the tools do not cope gracefully with differences in image size,
color, or style (Borjesson & Feldt, 2012; Chang et al., 2011; Garousi et al., 2017; Groder,
2016; Gronli & Ghinea, 2016; St. Amant, Lieberman, Potter, & Zettlemoyer, 2000); Sikuli
was designed to address these variations (Yeh et al., 2009), but in practice it is not
functioning well enough. Practitioners relying on image comparison tests have to rely on
workarounds they need to implement to get around tools that can only recognize one
baseline image per screen; this implies that every device tested requires its own library of
baseline images (Austin Test Automation Bazaar, personal communication, January 15,
2016).
Some commercial testing tools, like Eggplant11, are encouraging companies to
replace their Visual GUI Tree test suites with Image Comparison test suites, selling this
next-generation of tools as based on how users interact with applications rather than on
“outdated” code-centric testing approaches12. What that pitch does not make clear is that
the resulting test scripts require collecting and maintaining a mammoth library of GUI

11

https://eggplant.io/

12

This sales tactic is afflicting web-based tests also. (Stocco et al., 2014) is about a tool to

automatically transform DOM-based tests to image-comparison ones. DOM (Document Object
Model) is the object-based representation of a webpage.
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element images, because images need to be collected for each individual element in all its
states (selected, enabled, disabled), in every language, in every platform look-and-feel, in
various sizes, etc. Collecting and maintaining all that test data is a significant and
continuing operational cost, consuming time and energy testers could otherwise spend on
testing the app instead of maintaining test data.
Image Comparison is also a poor technique for text recognition. (Chang et al.,
2011) points out that existing OCR13 techniques are designed for printed pages; thus they
expect white backgrounds, high-resolution text, and rectilinear layouts. Yet screen images
may be significantly lower resolution than paper, contain colorful backgrounds, and be laid
out much less predictably – all details which challenge the success of text-recognition via
images. (Borjesson & Feldt, 2012) observed a 50% failure rate in Sikuli’s ability to
distinguish between the single characters ‘6’ and ‘C’.
Lastly, the existing tools poorly handle moving image data, whether in GUI
animations or in extracting data from video clips (Borjesson & Feldt, 2012; Chang et al.,
2010). It is not clear how much this is a limit of the technology, how much a limit of the
computer vision algorithms, and how much a limit of the hardware processing resources in
use at this time. However, mobile platforms seem to be standardizing on applying more
animation to GUI elements for interface usability reasons (Tissoires & Conversy, 2011), so
this limitation to the tools is a significant challenge.

13

Optical Character Recognition
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1.3.5.3 Image Comparison Technology Summary
Computer vision technology has enabled the ability to test for Visual Meaning problems,
which is a great advance, but even part-image comparison is not suited for all purposes.
The approach fundamentally cannot address functionality not visible on the screen; as
such, it cannot trigger tests for incoming context data nor for most error conditions. Large
libraries of images are currently required to apply the tools across platforms and different
display characteristics, and searching for images on the screen slows the tests compared to
looking for an identifying attribute via the Visual GUI Tree. Image-comparison of text is
error-prone because OCR algorithms are designed for a much higher resolution and sharper
contrast scenario. Image Comparison Technology is an excellent complement to Visual
GUI Tree Technology, but it is not suited to be a complete replacement for it.

1.3.6 Code Manipulation
This large category encompasses many types of code analysis and modification. All the
techniques utilize some insight into the code’s details to enable testing.
In modern software development, arguably the most commonly used of these
techniques is the xUnit framework. Despite their earlier beginnings as a unit-testing
approach for Scheme, the xUnit tools and framework became popular only with the
creation of JUnit by Kent Beck and Erich Gamma in 1997 (Fowler, 2006). JUnit supported
the cultural shift towards Extreme Programming and Test-Driven Development (Fowler,
2006), and now it is common for programming languages to have at least one xUnit-style
package to support software development. Primary use of xUnit tests is by developers
during code creation and code maintenance activities; tiny, specific, very quick execution

unit tests are the backbone of most Continuous Integration14 systems, serving as quick-
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feedback flags if code changes break the build (Beck, 1999, pp. 59–60). These kinds of
unit tests form a very important foundation for stabilizing code before it passes from
Development Focus to Testing Focus.
Researchers have extended the canonical xUnit framework. (Chang et al., 2010)
applied Sikuli to create unit tests for Visual-Meaning behaviors. (Kim, Choi, & Wong,
2009) implement tools to permit performance tests as unit tests, using captured runtime
information to extrapolate behaviors likely for real devices. MobiGUITAR generates tests
while walking the Visual GUI Tree and outputs those tests in xUnit format (Amalfitano,
Fasolino, Tramontana, Ta, & Memon, 2015). The Android platform also provided the
Android Instrumentation Framework from early in the platform’s history. This framework
uses xUnit syntax to enable GUI testing; (Kropp & Morales, 2010) note it permits lowlevel access to app resources but at the cost of reimplementing key functionality in the test
class code.
The Extreme Programming companions to unit tests are code coverage tools,
which report the percentage of the lines of source code executed during a test suite run.
(Delamaro et al., 2006; Sama & Harty, 2009) both address difficulties in performing such

14

The Extreme Programming practice of building the whole system every time code is committed to

the repository, with the goal of doing complete system builds many times per day (Beck, 1999).
Characteristically, all the unit tests are run on each build as well, thereby giving very fast feedback
if a code change broke something that previously worked.
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tests on mobile devices with severely restricted resources. Evaluating code coverage while
tests run in a simulator is another approach to managing this problem.
Several approaches create mock responses from external resources by modifying
the app code. (Satoh, 2003, 2004) overwrites Java bytecode for network connectivity calls
so that loss of network connection can be tested (without actually killing the network
connection and breaking communication between the host driving the testing and the app
being tested in a remote network). (Zhang & Elbaum, 2012, 2014) intercept calls to
external resources and provide mock responders for the actual resources. (Yang, Yan, &
Rountev, 2013) instrument for time-consuming operations (mostly network
communications) and introduce artificial long delays when these calls are invoked.
(Franke et al., 2012) add lifecycle-event callback methods into the app source code so that
they can test lifecycle events, in which the app is paused, shutdown, resumed, and restarted
in various orders.
(Joorabchi, Ali, & Mesbah, 2015) address cross-platform comparison of the same
version of one app; this situation necessarily differs in platform style and often represents
two independently-developed source code bases. They capture method invocation traces
and combine them with models of the Visual GUI Tree to map matching app states
between platforms, then report on the differences between the implementations.
Symbolic execution (whereby variables are tracked through the program execution,
gaining constraints on their values and combining into dependent expressions with each
other) is an approach popular amongst researchers. Java PathFinder (JPF) is reported by
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(Mirzaei, Malek, Pasareanu, Esfahani, & Mahmood, 2012) and (van der Merwe, van der
Merwe, & Visser, 2012) to be a well-established tool for symbolic execution, but Android
apps are not compatible with the default JVM (Java Virtual Machine). (Mirzaei et al.,
2012) recompile Android source to be compatible by stubbing some Android libraries and
writing custom logic in some of their stubs. (van der Merwe et al., 2012) created an
extension to JPF that models the behavior of the Android app framework as well as
extending another JPF extension to drive mobile app flow by simulating user and system
input. (Jensen, Prasad, & Møller, 2013) create their own tool that works on Android
source code, using it to find testcases for hard-to-reach lines of code.
Code style checkers perform static analysis of source code, checking for things that
can cause problems without running the code. (Ongkosit & Takada, 2014) use static
analysis to find potentially long-running API calls homed in the Android UI thread, where
they can cause the app to hang; the proper design strategy is to spin off long-running
operations into their own threads for processing, so that the UI remains responsive to the
user.
Much as model-based testing ripping15 the Visual GUI Tree seeks to automatically
generate comprehensive test suites, so does evolutionary testing. In evolutionary testing,
initial testcases that take a simple step into the flow of the application are used to create
child testcases that take two steps, and so on; child testcases inherit test data from two

15

Harvesting the Visual GUI Tree object structure from a running program and using that

information to build a model of the program.
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parents and some of the child generation receive a mutated test datum that does not match
either parent. Testcases that continue to work propagate more children, growing more
complex as the tests reach deeper into the flow of the application. (Mahmood, Mirzaei, &
Malek, 2014) parse XML files to determine which parts of a mobile app can be tested
independently and perform evolutionary testing to generate a detailed test suite.
A manual approach to test suite generation is given by (Deng, Offutt, Ammann, &
Mirzaei, 2017), who present early work on Android mutation operators. In this approach,
the Android app source code is modified to create mutants, and the candidate test suite is
judged by how many mutants it catches. The idea is that a sufficiently robust test suite will
catch any mutated version of the source code, and therefore any bugs represented by those
mutations.
(Shahriar, North, & Mawangi, 2014) also directly alter an app: They deleted four
specific memory-freeing system calls from the code, to test how apps responded to
memory leaks. They also directly modified the packaging of apps, replacing randomlychosen image files with much larger ones, again stressing the memory-handling
capabilities of the apps.
Another grouping of code manipulation approaches represents projects that
modified the Android distribution to enable functionality required for their testing
purposes. (Hao, Liu, Nath, Halfond, & Govindan, 2014) access the Visual GUI Tree using
a customized version of Android’s provided UI Automator tool; they needed to intercept
and access the UI programmatically but the provided tool only allowed dumping UI state
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to external storage. (Amalfitano, Fasolino, Tramontana, & Amatucci, 2013) modified core
Android libraries to permit them to access event handlers so they could inject context
events. The previously-mentioned work on Java PathFinder by (Mirzaei et al., 2012) and
(van der Merwe et al., 2012) also required reimplementing portions of the core Android
libraries.
The final code manipulation approach represents tools that require non-trivial
coding to implement modules that connect the core features of the tool to the application
under test. (Horowitz & Singhera, 1993) and (Nguyen et al., 2014) are examples of tools
that can be powerfully extended to test specific applications by testers with good
programming skills and domain knowledge about the application being tested.

1.3.6.1 Technology Strengths and Limitations
As these examples show, the scope and variety of Code Manipulation testing approaches is
vast. Essentially, anything can be implemented, so long as it can be coded. Human
capacity to address the problem is the limiting factor, not the testing technology. The cost,
though, is that some of the knowledge required is deeply technical, and people with that
knowledge are often in very senior development positions instead of in testing positions.
The mobile environment places some resource limitations on some of these
approaches, but as mobile devices gain working memory, local storage, and processing
power, these limitations shrink.
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1.3.6.2 Implementation Limitations
More significant limitations on Code Manipulation testing approaches come from the
mobile security policies on the devices, which significantly restrict inter-application
communications relative to desktop behaviors. (Amalfitano, Fasolino et al., 2015) notes
that every Android app (e.g., an app under test and a test tool app) runs under its own user
identity rather than sharing the same identity with other applications launched by the user
of the computer, as is common in traditional desktops. This leads to a need to set up the
test tool to run in the same process as the app under test, rather than independently of it,
which demands a tight integration between the tool and the app’s source code (Amalfitano,
Fasolino, Tramontana, Carmine, & Imparato, 2012; Takala et al., 2011). Different apps
can communicate only through the features provided in Android’s Binder inter-process
communication system (van der Merwe et al., 2012). Binder calls in turn require global
JNI16 references (Yan, Yang, & Rountev, 2013), and JNI is Android’s integration
mechanism with C/C++ libraries and code. As a further difficulty, Android’s test
automation frameworks limit tests to interacting with one Activity17 (Kropp & Morales,
2010), meaning that these built-in test mechanisms cannot be used to automate tests that
flow between Activities – roughly equivalent to the different visible pages a user sees
while navigating through an app.

16

Java Native Interface

17

An Android Activity is approximately the same as one screen view of an app, similar in concept

to the scope of a webpage.
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Another limitation comes in the form of what the Android libraries enable; this is
discussed further in Chapter 5.

1.3.6.3 Code Manipulation Technology Summary
Code Manipulation is an extremely versatile testing technology, with the caveat that it can
grow extremely complicated. xUnit frameworks are in widespread use in industry, as are
code coverage tools and static analysis style checkers. These are all used primarily while
code is in Development Focus. In academia (and perhaps in some highly technical
development shops), code is being modified to provide mock responders for external
resource requests, primarily network accesses; this is a step towards Simulation
Environments. The extreme complexity end of Code Manipulation involves researchers
creating customized versions of the Android distribution just to enable their testing
activities; it is unlikely that practitioners are going to these lengths.

1.3.7 System Monitoring
System monitoring represents all mechanisms for observing and noting device-level
system behavior while an app is running.
Arguably, the most commonly monitored system behaviors are CPU and RAM
usage. (Yan et al., 2013) look for memory leaks while exercising an app with zero-effect
manipulations (e.g., rotating the device several times, zooming in and out again). (Huang,
2014) collects some timing data, CPU and RAM usage as part of their cloud-based testing
service. (Hao et al., 2014) include network or CPU usage as example elements of app state
that their PUMA tool should be able to access at any time while running tests.
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Because battery duration is vitally important in mobile computing, (Banerjee,
Chong, Chattopadhyay, & Roychoudhury, 2014) attach a power meter to a mobile device
to look for energy bugs related to app operations.
A few approaches go a step further and use device-level system behavior as part of
test conditions while exercising an app. (Liang et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2014) include
different loads on CPU and RAM in their mobile context simulators, run primarily on
emulators. (Lin et al., 2014) use CPU load information to adjust the timing of sequential
events proportionally so that multi-event sequences replicate correctly (e.g. Fling, where
both the distance covered and the time to execute the gesture determine the resultant
behavior).

1.3.7.1 Technology Strengths and Limitations
System monitoring of the core computing system is a mature and well-developed
technology. CPU usage, memory usage (RAM), and disk usage are fundamental
diagnostics on most computing systems. Because computers have been networked
together for so long, monitoring of network communication interfaces is fairly robust,
including wireless communications signal strength. But monitoring and diagnostic queries
of other embedded equipment and sensors is less clear; sometimes these hardware
components cannot be queried via software and require external monitoring devices (like
the battery demand example above (Banerjee et al., 2014)).
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1.3.7.2 Implementation Limitations
Very few testing approaches or tools are manipulating device system-state, even though
that can have a dramatic effect on software behavior. Resource-starved computers can
behave oddly and fail in unexpected ways. The impacts of misbehaving sensors and other
embedded equipment are acknowledged but poorly mapped; computing professionals
know systems can be affected by these things, but the types of impacts are not wellunderstood.

1.3.7.3 Built‐in Program Diagnostics
Similar to how system monitoring inspects and makes visible device-level system
behavior, diagnostics built into a program inspect and make visible internal program state
while software is running. Such diagnostics are more like features of the program than
they are like Code Manipulations made for testing purposes after the features pass out of
Development Focus. These built-in diagnostics may take the form of logging messages to
log files as code execution passes through certain points; assertions and exception checking
within the code’s logic may be used. In some cases, comprehensive diagnostic languages
and controls may be built into the software to allow inspection of hundreds of different
details about the execution of the software as it runs; this was common in testing devices
like switchboard telephones and laser printers (C. Kaner, personal communication, October
11, 2018) and seems likely to be vital in the testing of IoT (Internet of Things) software.

1.3.7.4 System Monitoring Technology Summary
System Monitoring is primarily applied to core computing elements and network
communications, but other sensors and embedded equipment are rarely monitored. Built-
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in software diagnostics features are powerful testing tools, but they require extensive
Development Focus work to design and implement; they provide an entire alternate
interface to interacting with the software than the routes used by the ordinary traffic
handled by the software. Although monitored data may be used to locate problems in the
code during Development Focus, there are few applications of system-state conditions as
part of tests during Testing Focus.

1.4 Mobile Software Testing Technologies Recap
As a software testing technology, Physical Devices yield highly trustworthy results.
Cloud-based providers greatly expand access to the thousands of active mobile device
types but do so in a server room environment that provides little scope for exercising
embedded sensors and other equipment in mobile devices. No robust system for testing
embedded components at scale is apparent. Cloud-based testing options are limited to
what the frameworks supported by that service support, and customized testing options are
quite rare.
Virtual Devices effectively support Development Focus activities, but all mobile
virtual devices lack completeness because significant hardware components are routinely
omitted; Virtual Device technology alone is not capable of exercising sensors and other
embedded equipment. Although pre-mobile expectations lead computing professionals to
expect high-fidelity behavior from virtual devices labeled as “emulators”, the Android
Emulator only represents an idealized runtime environment because it cannot know about
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the proprietary customizations of the Android OS made by hardware manufacturers and
cell service providers.
Simulation Environments contain rich potential to exercise all the embedded
equipment in mobile devices, but they are complex and do not seem to be available to
practitioners.
The Visual GUI Tree offers direct access to the GUI objects users use, but
historically fails to handle custom objects or objects which match a general pattern but
vary in details (like error messages). It also does not handle variable GUI elements that are
conditionally present based on runtime details, may appear in different places within a data
set (like a list), and do not naturally contain uniquely identifying attributes. Visual GUI
Tree technology alone is not capable of exercising sensors and other embedded equipment.
Image Comparison technology – especially part-image comparisons powered by
computer vision technology – filled a significant gap in automated GUI testing, enabling
the testing of Visual Meaning problems. It runs more slowly than tests via the Visual GUI
Tree, cannot address GUI elements not fully visible at the expected time, and currently
does not handle basic display variations well. Changes in size, color, or style confuse the
current tools, which also struggle with moving image content and with accurately reading
text on-screen. Image Comparison technology alone is not capable of exercising sensors
and other embedded equipment.
Code Manipulation approaches can do anything software can do, but they rapidly
grow quite complicated to create. Tools that propagate to industry typically encapsulate a
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small set of behaviors. The widespread use of xUnit frameworks, code coverage tools, and
style checkers shows that well-packaged behaviors will be extensively used by
practitioners. Some mobile mocking tools exist for testing requests of external resources,
but these are primarily limited to network access.
System Monitoring is robust for watching core computing elements and network
communications but is not commonly used for checking sensors, other embedded
equipment, or internal program state. Although this technology may be applied during
Development Focus to isolate issues, very few Testing Focus tools or automation
approaches incorporate system-state conditions to test mobile apps.
Overall, the great variety of environmental unpredictability faced by mobile apps is
poorly addressed because five of these seven technologies do not handle testing input from
embedded sensors and equipment at scale. Simulation Environments and Code
Manipulation enable this, but at the cost of high complexity.
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Chapter 2:
A Release‐Readiness View of Mobile App Testing
Technology enables tools, but it is not enough to analyze the technology alone; it is also
important to assess how well the mobile software testing tools enable the kinds of testing
people need to do. Recall that the focus of this dissertation is on those who need to assess
mobile apps for production release. This chapter presents a novel framework for thinking
about the testing goals of these practitioners and analyzes the existing body of research and
the widely-available testing tools to see what gaps are revealed when viewed through that
new lens. It is by looking through this lens that the scope of research work available to do
becomes visible.
Cohn’s Test Automation Pyramid (Figure 1) supports the conclusion that
practitioners find existing automated testing tools sufficiently worthwhile to apply them
broadly to pre-mobile software testing, whereas Knott’s Mobile Testing Pyramid (Figure
2) supports the conclusion that practitioners find existing automated testing tools
insufficient to handle mobile software testing needs. The core software testing
technologies have not changed, nor have the types of tools built upon those technologies.
It is a core aspect of my thesis in this dissertation that a new generation of tools is needed
to support mobile software testing. It is my intention to open up new areas of software
testing research to address filling that gap, particularly in the design and prototyping of
new tools capable of meeting more of the needs of practitioners in the field. To do that, we
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need language to describe and discuss those needs and a model to organize and measure
our work.

2.1 Release‐Readiness Levels Framework
This model grew out of reflecting upon my two decades’ experience as a professional
software tester and the conversations I have had with other professional software testers
during that time. It captures in words for the first time the tacit goals behind my own
software testing activities and those of many other senior testers with whom I have
conversed. As a group, we worked mostly on software development projects not done on a
contract basis, and we all had to wrestle with the question of judging when software was
performing well enough that we could recommend its release. Our project managers made
the release decisions, but they expected us to render professional judgments and supporting
evidence to inform those decisions.
Many of the existing standards (e.g., ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119) (ISO/IEC/IEEE, 20132015) that provide guidance for this situation have historically been not entirely helpful.
Guidance on managing the testing process or doing requirements traceability does not
directly answer the core problem: How to judge if the software will perform adequately in
the field.18 There is tension between how much testing is feasible to do and how much

18

Particularly true when requirements documentation is incomplete or outdated, which are common

scenarios in commercial software development for the general public.
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productive information about the range of field conditions is needed to enable sound
decision-making.
The Release-Readiness Levels Framework (Figure 3) captures one perspective on
how to assess that tension and how to discuss what additional testing might be desirable at
any point in the project; it can be applied to pre-mobile testing as well as mobile IoT
(Internet of Things) software testing, but in this dissertation it is applied only to mobile app
testing of Native Apps. Underlying this model is the concept of exposing the software to
increasingly difficult challenges, thereby increasing knowledge about the variety of
conditions in which the software will perform acceptably.

Figure 3. Release-Readiness Levels Framework
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Each level in the Release-Readiness Levels Framework applies to individual features,
communicating feature sets, and to the program as an integrated whole. The further testing
goes through the levels, the further confidence develops that the software will behave
desirably in a wider variety of circumstances.
Note that this is a map of the testing possibilities – not a statement of required
steps. The appropriate point at which to release the software in question is a Project
Management decision and varies for each program and often for each release.

2.1.1 Multi‐Device Scenarios Exist at Each Level
One potentially surprising detail is my decision not to place testing on a variety of devices
at one level but rather to include it in every level. As can be seen in the following
discussion, in Mobile Computing many works and tools focus on leveraging Cloud
Testing, replicating a specific testing approach across many devices without changing the
nature of the information obtained in any other way. Treating mere replication across
devices as a primary distinguisher obscured the picture of the reach of the existing testing
tools and approaches. Also, Mobile Computing is strongly characterized by widespread
environment variations between devices, so little can be inferred about the stability of
software on other devices based upon its behavior on one device. Consequently, testing on
multiple mobile devices is inherently more of a parallel activity than a sequential one. It
therefore made more sense to include mere replication across multiple devices in each
level.
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2.2 Level 0: Dev Testing
Level 0 testing occurs during Development Focus, and its goal is to assess whether the
intended functionality has been implemented. Characteristically, very small aspects of
program behavior are analyzed separately from all other behaviors of the program.
In modern software development, Dev Testing consists mostly of unit tests, but
this is also where style checkers and other static code analyzers are usually applied.
Because this dissertation’s focus is on Testing Focus work, few papers at this level were
analyzed. In one, (Ongkosit & Takada, 2014) present a static code analyzer looking for
potentially long-running API calls homed in the Android user interface thread; such
misplaced calls result in responsiveness bugs in the deployed software.
Sometimes Dev Testing becomes more complicated, but if the information
obtained from the testing primarily furthers Development Focus design decisions, it most
properly belongs in Level 0. An example is (Shiraz, Gani, Khokhar, & Ahmed, 2012),
who present a simulator to find computationally intensive segments of Mobile Cloud
Computing applications before renting time on real devices. The purpose of this
simulation is to support research development of computing intensive applications, so that
the proper distribution of cloud-hosted functionality vs. mobile-device-hosted functionality
can be implemented. Due to the high reliance on cloud computing resources in Mobile
Cloud Computing applications, this work does not apply to the Native Apps targeted by
this dissertation, but it provides an illustrative example of complex testing done primarily
to serve Development Focus design decisions.
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A multi-device example of Level 0 testing is (Google Tech Talks, 2013), which
aimed to convince developers to automate unit testing using the Android Emulator.
Software released at Level 0 (Dev Testing) may contain missing, partly-functional,
and incomplete features. It may not install cleanly into any environment other than the
Development Environment, and it may not work as a cohesive whole even if it installs
cleanly. Professional software development shops usually test further than this before
production release.

2.3 Level 1: Ready to Test
The goal at Level 1 is to assess whether the installed software is ready to be challenged by
Testing Focus work. Characteristically, functionality is tested only surficially, just enough
to show whether the program crashes with trivial ease or permits access to all features of
current interest; it is common in the early stages of a project for features to be missing or
known to be not ready for Testing Focus yet.
Specific behaviors checked at Ready to Test tend to focus upon whether the install
process worked correctly and upon the basic stability of features to be tested. Checking
happy-path scenarios in which the software is used exactly as intended, along with the
most common or most predictable error-path scenarios, also reveals any problems in basic
navigation through the program.
Because of this, practitioners do not tend to check navigation of the GUI as a goal
in and of itself, but a sizeable portion of academic work focuses on automating such GUI
navigation checks. Many of the GUI Ripping and Model-Based Testing papers have
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testing scopes limited to navigating the GUI, with much of their attention going into
algorithms for more efficient and more complete navigation of all possible GUI states,
especially as compared to random execution of operations from any given state (i.e.,
monkey testing). Examples include (Amalfitano, Amatucci et al., 2015; Amalfitano,
Fasolino et al., 2015; Amalfitano, Fasolino, & Tramontana, 2011; Amalfitano, Fasolino,
Tramontana, Carmine, & Imparato, 2012; Amalfitano, Fasolino, Tramontana, Carmine, &
Memon, 2012; Azim & Neamtiu, 2013; Takala et al., 2011).
Another grouping of academic work focused on navigation of the GUI consists of
the work on Pattern Based GUI Testing (Costa et al., 2014; Morgado & Paiva, 2015b;
Morgado & Paiva, 2015a), in which common multi-state sequences of GUI behavior are
looked for within an arbitrary app, then checked to see if the implementation matches
expectations. (Morgado & Paiva, 2015b; Morgado & Paiva, 2015a) address three GUI
Patterns: side drawer, orientation, and resource dependency.
Some of the research on part-image comparison technology has restricted itself to
behaviors at the GUI layer alone, without dealing with any underlying functionality. One
paper addressing mobile apps is (da Costa et al., 2015), which uses Sikuli to look for the
presence or absence of specific indicators on Windows Phone, such as the wireless
network icon.
Multi-device examples of Level 1 (Ready to Test) testing include (Villanes, Costa,
& Dias-Neto, 2015), who tested the installation of Android apps across a variety of
emulated devices, once under conditions expected to succeed without error, once under
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conditions expected to not work due to insufficient memory, and once under conditions
expected to not work due to missing dependencies on the system. This may seem like a
trivial degree of testing, but (Kaasila, Ferreira, Kostakos, & Ojala, 2012) observe that
failure to install on some devices was the “most common failure across all tests” in their
experience running a cloud-based testing service.
Some of the Cloud Testing Services in Table 1 offer automated, pre-packaged test
suites designed to run on any app. These typically install the software and apply random
Monkey testing to the GUI, looking for crashes. (Huang, 2014; Ridene & Barbier, 2011)
are academic papers which do the same sort of things. Anecdotally, these generic test
suites are finding bugs in many mobile apps, but they necessarily cannot be checking
substantial functionality of any of them because no generic test suite can know anything
about the functionality of any program.
Software released at Level 1 (Ready to Test) should install properly into expected
operating environments but may break if used even slightly differently than anticipated,
whether by user action, data state, or an operating environment that was not tested.

2.4 Level 2: Closely Controlled
The goal at Level 2 is to assess whether features work when challenged by tests with
carefully controlled parameters. Characteristically, test data is hardcoded but may
occasionally be drawn from small lists. Testing activities consist of challenging the
program’s assumptions in various ways, subjecting it to atypical usage patterns, data that is
potentially hard to process, easily-triggered system and environmental interruptions, etc.
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All the Record and Replay tools fundamentally operate at this level, as they are
intended to capture all the details of a test case and then repeat it as often as required. It is
common for Visual GUI Tree tools to operate in this manner, so all the Cloud Testing
Services in Table 1 function at Level 2 (Closely Controlled). So do the vendor-provided
automation tools for each platform, because being able to implement tests with very
specific details is the baseline scenario for automated testing. (Kropp & Morales, 2010)
compared the Android Instrumentation Framework and the Positron framework, both of
which rely on very specific test data.
Several Model-Based Testing researchers augment their GUI rippers and
navigation exercisers with limited context data or limited variability text inputs (or both);
these changes begin testing the functionality beneath the GUI layer, qualifying these works
for Closely Controlled testing. (Amalfitano et al., 2013; Amalfitano et al., 2014) add seven
event patterns capturing interactions between the app and services offered by the device.
(Ma et al., 2016) states their GUI ripper “can retrieve parameters from the configuration
files”, thereby using parameterized data when executing GUI state transitions, but they
provide no details about what types of parameters may be configured; primarily they are
interested in running tests across many devices. (Moran, Linares-Vásquez, BernalCárdenas, Vendome, & Poshyvanyk, 2016, 2017) combine identification of Android
Activities that are sensitive to context data (e.g., device rotation) with text input generation
while exploring a running app. (Griebe & Gruhn, 2014) also augment their test cases with
some context details, but their process is completely manual, and it does not appear that
test case details vary between runs.
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It is common for specific features to be probed for Level 2 (Closely Controlled)
testing, and several researchers have addressed mobile environment characteristics at this
level. (Franke et al., 2012) perform detailed mobile app lifecycle testing using callbacks in
the source code and manually controlled system events. (Estevez & Carlsson, 2014)
repeatably move a device through simulated geographic and network topography, invoking
the same conditions every time. (Hesenius, Griebe, Gries, & Gruhn, 2014) enable
specification and testing of complex touch-gestures, which must be precisely defined;
although the gesture definitions are disturbed in execution to reflect natural human
variance, these variations represent the natural characteristics of the behaviors (much as
signatures are slightly different each time they are written) rather than significant variations
in the nature of the conditions. (Lin et al., 2014) scale the timing of sequential gestures to
CPU load, but they are not clear about how this approach scales to different rendering
conditions.
Some code performance behaviors that inevitably impact functionality of an
application are best tested when a fully deployed (although possibly incomplete) app is
available. Among these are tests for memory leaks (Shahriar et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2013)
and energy usage (Banerjee et al., 2014).
Closely Controlled testing is also where cross-platform comparison testing usually
appears. (Joorabchi et al., 2015) models the app on each of two platforms, merges the
models, and reports on differences. (Gronli & Ghinea, 2016) present a tool to drive the
exact same test cases through both Android and iOS versions of an app.
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Several academic researchers attack the problem of automatically generating a test
suite with high code coverage for an application (Deng et al., 2017; Jensen et al., 2013;
Mahmood et al., 2014; Mirzaei et al., 2012; van der Merwe et al., 2012). The goal in all
cases is a finite, fully-specified set of test cases, which necessarily rely on specific details.
Multi-device examples of Level 2 (Closely Controlled) testing include (Huang &
Gong, 2012; Kaasila et al., 2012; Rojas, Meireles, & Dias-Neto, 2016; Xavier et al., 2017),
all of whom execute fixed tests across a variety of mobile devices, physical or virtual.
(Vilkomir & Amstutz, 2014) and (Zhang et al., 2015) twist this relationship between tests
and devices, seeking to optimize for the minimum devices required to find device-specific
problems.
Software released at Level 2 (Closely Controlled) is likely to suffer many field
failures on systems that differ from Development and Testing Environments; it may also
break if used in unanticipated ways or if used on a continuous basis for some block of time,
as characteristically tests at this level consist of very brief runs of the app to test a specific
behavior, followed by resetting the app to a clean state before testing the next specific
behavior. Such run intervals provide clear boundaries between tests, making it easy to
identify which test failed, but these runs are markedly shorter than most scenarios in which
users will actually use the app.

2.5 Level 3: Predictable Variations
The goal at Level 3 is to assess whether features of the program continue to work when test
conditions are significantly loosened and many predictable variations in those parameters
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are exercised. Test cases at this level take different values at each execution, drawing
specifics from large sets rather than fixed details or small lists of possibilities.
Characteristically, Predictable Variations tests intensely vary one or a few variables while
holding others constant, as the knowledge sought is about how those specific variations
alter the program’s response.
It is unfortunately rare for Visual GUI Tree tools to offer facilities to parameterize
test case data, much less to determine it programmatically at runtime; whether this is
possible tends to depend on how flexible a programming language the tool uses as its test
scripting language. A detailed analysis of the current boundaries of the currently popular
tools (see Table 1) is out of scope for this dissertation, but the need to program scripts in a
more sophisticated manner is at odds with the anecdotally popular clamor for testing that
can be done easily, automatically, and without investing human analysis or effort.
Surprisingly few academic papers emphasize approaches that enable wide
variations. (Imparato, 2015) constructs text inputs based on patterns, rather than
hardcoding or drawing from fixed-value lists, and uses these constructed values while
exercising the app’s GUI. (Meads et al., 2015)’s simulation framework permits specific
control of network connectivity type and packet loss rates while an app is being exercised
for variable lengths of time; it also happens to be executable across a variable number of
devices simultaneously, although it is not clear that the different instances of the app can
communicate with each other during testing.
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Some researchers address the service variability possible when an app calls upon
external resources. (Zhang & Elbaum, 2012, 2014) provide mock success or failure
responses to an Android app when it calls upon external resources, using a variety of
patterns to determine whether failure is returned and terminating the tests after a particular
resource has responded a configurable number of times; this approach leverages a preexisting test suite to exercise the app, and the mocked resources exercise how the app
handles exceptions when external resources fail. (Yang et al., 2013) tackle the problem of
slow successes by inserting delays around several API calls into an app’s source code: 15
related to network communications, 25 to disk access, 11 to database operations, and 6 to
bitmap processing; the extent of the delay is reconfigurable between test runs.
A rare manual testing example is (Campillo-Sanchez et al., 2013)’s work on
manually moving one mobile device through a virtual world. Because the virtual world
serves as an alternative to a Living Lab, the scope of contextual data in the virtual world is
presumably quite large. This kind of work is more characteristic of usability studies and
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research and lies outside the scope of this dissertation.
Software released at Level 3 (Predictable Variations) is markedly more stable in a
diverse variety of conditions than software released at Level 2 (Closely Controlled), but it
may still experience a moderate number of field failures. These stem largely from
unexpected patterns of use and from untested environmental and data conditions. The
more aspects of environmental unpredictability not tested, the higher the likelihood of
finding many problems after release.
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2.6 Level 4: Discovers Unexpected
The goal at Level 4 is for testing to uncover problems that no one on the project could
predict, sometimes that no one on the project could imagine. Practitioners regularly
exchange tales of finding bugs like this, often accidentally, because modern programs are
complex and contain many tacit dependencies within themselves, with their operating
environment, and with their data. In various ways, a program tested at this level and its
operating environment are placed under stress. Many of the test techniques for finding
these unpredictable bugs consist of HiVAT19 (High Volume Automated Testing)
techniques, such as long-sequence tests, long-duration tests, and random variations of
structured input (i.e., fuzzing). Characteristically, the scale of tests increases dramatically
at this level.
Senior technical testers in the practitioner community have created various HiVAT
testing efforts for decades, but the approach typically requires programming expertise and
these techniques are not widespread in general practice. In the set of mobile app testing
papers reviewed for this dissertation, only (Liang et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2014) can be
placed at Level 4. Their tool provides the ability to composite 1254 real-world network
performance behaviors, 3 levels of CPU use, 3 levels of available memory, and GPS data
updates while automatically traversing an app’s GUI on a variety of devices. The possible
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combinations of these variables (11,286 not counting GPS values or device variations)
creates a sufficiently sizeable variety of specific test cases to make it possible to encounter
unexpected, troublesome combinations. However, this is still a fairly small test scope for
HiVAT techniques, which are intended to efficiently run hundreds of thousands, millions,
or scrillions of specific tests.
Software released at Level 4 (Discovers Unexpected) tends to experience some
field failures as combinations of conditions are discovered in the field that were not
reached by intensive testing, but these failures are rarer than at earlier levels.

2.7 Level 5: Exhausted Capacities
The goal at Level 5 is for testing efforts to exhaust their capacities, given the capabilities of
the suite of tools and techniques and the time available. Stresses upon the software are
dramatically increased, sampling scope approaches closer to exhaustive, and system testing
increases the variations in exercising interleaved, cooperating, and coexisting features.
This level of testing intensity is typically done when the risk of failure is extremely
high – data-processing logic that could corrupt the database if done wrong, life-support
systems, high-impact infrastructure systems, etc. Possibly the best-known example of
Level 5 (Exhausted Capacities) testing is the preparations made for Y2K as computing
approached the year 2000.
Computing professionals not involved in the Y2K transition often lack
understanding of the details. The problem was caused by a vast quantity of legacy code
that assumed all years fit the format 19xx, and so stored only the last two digits to
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distinguish the year; the imminent arrival of the year 2000 meant all that code was going to
break and comparisons for which data was older or newer would be incorrect unless four
digits were compared. Surficially, the answer appears to be as simple as just replacing
two-digit storage with four-digit storage.
However, the reality was a great deal more complex than that. Many companies
attempted to patch their legacy software only to find that every patch spawned multiple
new problems; the harder they tried to fix their code, the less functional their software
became. In the United States, many banks sold themselves to the few banks with Y2Kcompliant software, and antitrust regulators approved the sales because the financial
infrastructure of the country had to continue to work reliably (Dr. Cem Kaner, personal
communication, June 2017).
Problems riddled software at all levels, and companies in a vast array of disciplines
created entire duplicate computing systems and networks so that they could advance the
date in this test environment and see what would break and what fixes actually worked.
That degree of duplicate computing hardware alone cost an exorbitant amount (easily
millions or billions of dollars or more, worldwide), and very significant human time was
invested in testing and retesting critical systems. Y2K was a worldwide test effort that
covered years. Popular understanding is that Y2K was a lot of noise made about nothing,
because when the clock turned over, only very minor things broke; the reality is that Y2K
was an incredibly successful, Level 5 testing effort that exhausted the capacities of the
people, technology, and time invested in it.
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Software released at Level 5 (Exhausted Capacities) experiences the fewest
possible field failures, but some failures remain possible.

2.8 Release‐Readiness Levels Model Recap
The preceding discussion shows that most of the existing testing tools and research efforts
function at Level 1 (Ready to Test) or Level 2 (Closely Controlled). Yet the remaining
levels are where the capacity to truly address widespread environmental unpredictability –
the hallmark condition of Mobile Computing – becomes viable. In practice, cloud-based
access to physical devices is somewhat mitigating the paucity of tools that can be used at
Level 3 (Predictable Variations), Level 4 (Discovers Unexpected), and Level 5 (Exhausted
Capacities); but these cloud services exercise only the device environment variable, not the
embedded sensors and equipment of mobile devices.
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Chapter 3:
Vision of a New Technology Solution to These Gaps
This chapter reviews the exposed problem scope and proposes a solution for closing some
of those gaps by introducing a vision for a novel software testing approach utilizing
technology from other specialties within computer science.

3.1 Recapping the Problem Space
The high-level review of computing history in Chapter 1 established that Mobile
Computing is operating within a fundamentally different scale and scope of environmental
unpredictability than programs in any prior computing era.
The analysis of the seven core testing technologies in Chapter 1 showed that the
existing testing tools and approaches poorly address this vast scale and scope of
environmental unpredictability because only two of the technologies provide means for
exercising the functionality related to embedded sensors and equipment. Unfortunately,
these two technologies – Simulation Environments and Code Manipulation – quickly
become very complex to apply, so their reach into the general practitioner testing
population is limited.
The Release-Readiness Levels analysis in Chapter 2 showed that the majority of
testing tools and research apply only at small scales of variation. The availability of cloudbased access to a variety of physical devices is mitigating this gap without fully addressing
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it, since the server rooms these remote devices exist in offer little scope for exercising the
embedded sensors and other equipment in mobile devices.

3.1.1 Requirements for New Testing Tools
Therefore, to improve automated testing of mobile software, new approaches are required
that meet the following requirements:


Requirement 1: Directly target functionality dealing with embedded sensors and
equipment;



Requirement 2: Scale easily to vast variations in data readings, data fidelity, data
delivery methods, etc.;



Requirement 3: Constrain technological complexity to be within reach of nonspecialists.

3.1.1.1 Target Audience
In this dissertation, when I refer to “non-specialists”, I mean: Experienced software testers
with competent, generalist programming skills but without special technical expertise in
any of the subsystems comprising mobile computing environments and without special
technical expertise in the mathematical modelling commonly associated with simulation
efforts.
Many practitioners tasked with software testing responsibilities do not have
programming skills, but extending this vision for new software testing tools to work for
them is beyond the scope of this dissertation. As different tools are developed, it may
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become apparent how to tailor some of them to suit the needs of non-programmer software
testers.

3.2 Addressing the New Testing Tool Requirements
My vision for a novel testing technology that addresses these requirements rests on specific
key observations about existing computing technology, as noted in the following sections.

3.2.1 Integration Testing is Not Being Leveraged in Mobile App Testing
Another look at the software testing pyramids reveals a significant gap between traditional
automated software testing and mobile automated software testing:

Figure 4. (a) Cohn's Test Automation Pyramid and (b) Knott's Mobile Testing Pyramid
(both from Knott, 2015, pp. 106–107)

Notice that Integration Tests have entirely disappeared from the Mobile Software Testing
Pyramid on the right (Figure 4b). Integration testing is the level of software testing in
which multiple individual units of functionality are united into features of varying sizes
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and scopes, but without involving the application as a whole. Typically, integration testing
crosses several components, using each of them to perform some larger-scale piece of
functionality.
Consider the kitchen pantry app mentioned previously in Section 1.3.4.1. The
largest-scope unit test is probably capable of doing things like listing the items in the
pantry that will expire within three days. An integration test could combine that
information with the results of queries about favorite recipes using those ingredients and
suggest a menu plan to use up those pantry items before they expire, as well as produce a
shopping list of the additional items needed to complete those recipes.
At present, since such a scenario exceeds the power of mobile unit testing
frameworks, it can only be tested through the front door of the application: the user
interface. Now consider a feature where the pantry app is in communication with the
refrigerator, and the refrigerator reports that the freezer compartment is warming to
refrigerator temperatures. The pantry app can take that sensor information, recalculate the
list of items expiring soon, replan the menu of favorite recipes that will use up those items,
and update the shopping list. Even if no person is around to deal with the overwarm
freezer for several hours, the app user’s fundamental goal of trying to make the best use of
their food stores adapts to the problem. The action in this scenario is not triggered by the
user, but there is code within the app intended to handle this scenario, and that code needs
to be tested.
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Integration testing can be a means of entering an application sideways, getting
involved with a significant piece of the code without going through the front door of the
user interface.

3.2.2 Modern GUI Implementations Offer New Testing Entry Points
Mobile Apps implement GUIs via declarative language files, typically some variant of
XML20. This is not being well-leveraged yet, and it provides a rich opportunity to create
new testing tools that operate at the Integration Testing level. A high-level history of GUI
implementation methods will illuminate the change.

3.2.2.1 Major Historical Phases of GUI Implementation Methods
The very earliest graphics displays were implemented bit-by-bit. The Alto21 computer
featured a 600x800 dot display where each display dot mapped directly to one bit in
memory (Fairbairn & Rowson, 1978), permitting black and white graphics. In both the
Alto and the Star22, the bits were manipulated individually (Smith et al., 1982).
Windowing Systems appear to be the next major step forward. Early versions,
such as that used by Smalltalk, could copy rectangular areas of pixels from one part of the
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Extensible Markup Language

21

The Alto was an experimental desktop workstation developed at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto

Research Center) and is the first documented computer with a graphical user interface (Smith, Irby,
Kimball, and Harslem, 1982).
22

The Xerox Star was the first commercially-available desktop computer, tailored for business

office work and released in 1981 (Smith et al., 1982).
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screen to another and draw lines (Myers, 1995). Later, Macintosh and X Windows added
more graphics primitives, such as filled and unfilled polygons and arcs (Myers, 1995;
Scheifler & Gettys, 1986). These systems grew into extensive graphics libraries containing
hundreds of procedures (Myers, 1995; Yip, 1992); these were confusing to use, so Toolkits
and Application Frameworks emerged (Myers, 1995) that encapsulated GUI widgets –
higher-level objects like menus, buttons, etc. – and helped ensure the results would
conform to platform style guidelines (such as those for Macintosh). All of these
approaches were still implemented in core program code, using procedures, so the GUI
descriptions remained much more intelligible to the computer than to humans.
The next major step was the introduction of graphical GUI builders, in which
programmers could visually select widgets for menus, drag-and-drop them into place, edit
some associated properties in a property sheet, and then the graphical builder
autogenerated code representing the visual specification ( (Myers, 1995, 1998).
Characteristically, these tools inserted the autogenerated code into the programmer’s code
files, surrounded by dire warnings to not touch it (Bishop & Horspool, 2004; Myers, 1995);
anecdotally, programmers who tried to modify even tiny things in such autogenerated code
ended up with broken programs that would no longer compile, so it was better to not even
look at the autogenerated code.
Every approach to this point, whether procedural or object-based, implemented
GUIs primarily in core program code. GUI layout details and linkages between GUI
objects and features of the program all intermingled with general program code (Draheim,
Lutteroth, & Weber, 2006) and the autogenerated code parts were not interpretable by most
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humans. From a testing perspective, then, any access to the features of the program to be
tested required going through the GUI of a running program, because only there were all
the connections tied together and reliably accessible.

3.2.2.2 Declarative GUIs of Modern Mobile Apps
Mobile App GUIs may still be built using graphical builders, but now the results are
reflected in separate GUI files, using declarative languages like XML and variations on it.
Although using declarative languages for GUIs stretches back to the 1980s (Myers, 1995),
this mechanism did not gain widespread use until around 2006 (Draheim et al., 2006).
(Bishop, 2006; Bishop & Horspool, 2004, 2006; Draheim et al., 2006) note that these XML
document forms of defining a GUI strongly encourage separation between the GUI layout
layer and the underlying functionality of the program; although separating these
components has been good programming style for decades, it mostly did not happen while
GUIs were manipulated primarily by library calls.
In programming mobile apps for Android or UWP Apps for Windows, one can see
that changes in the graphical builder are reflected one-to-one by changes to the
corresponding XML or XAML file – and vice versa. Unlike the autogenerated code
inserted into programs by earlier graphic builders, the XML-based document files can be
directly edited to refine the GUI. (Program code is still autogenerated from the XMLbased files, but it is hidden away out of sight in invisible files used by the compiler and not
exposed to the developer within the IDE.) These XML-based GUI description files are
easy enough for people to understand that it has become common to edit them or even
write the XML descriptions without using the drag-and-drop graphical builder.
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This is an example snippet of Android XML to declare a simple button labelled “Vanilla”:
<button android:id=”@+id/flavor1” text=”Vanilla”
android:onClick=”orderVanilla”/>

And this is an example snippet of code to do the same thing in Android Java:
Button flavor1 = new Button(Context.getApplicationContext());
flavor1.setText=(“Vanilla”);
flavor1.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener(){
public void onClick (View v){
orderVanilla();
}
});

3.2.2.3 Connecting the GUI‐only Layer to Underlying App Functionality
With the separation between the GUI layout layer and the functionality of the program, it is
necessary to specify the connections between the two. This is done using “bindings”
(Tissoires & Conversy, 2011).
One-way data bindings keep the GUI updated when data state within the program
changes. For example, in the pantry app, when the freezer begins to warm, rising
temperatures trigger the app to reevaluate which foods will soon expire; the changes in
these results are changes to data state within the program. With a one-way data binding, if
the user is currently looking at the list of expiring foods in the GUI, the contents of that list
will automatically update to include the newly expiring foods. A simpler example of a
one-way data binding is the state of the network connection icon on a mobile device: how
many bars are visible reflects the internal data state for the piece of software reporting that
information, and that information updates in the GUI whenever the strength of the network
connection changes.
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Two-way data bindings add the capability for internal program state to update to
reflect changes originating in the GUI (Android Open Source Project, 2018b). In the
pantry app example, if the user is browsing the list of expiring foods and decides not to
bother using one up, the user can delete the item from the list. Instead of merely removing
it from the visual display, a two-way data binding would also delete this food entry from
the database of foods the program is tracking. This can all be done within the feature that
displays the list of expiring foods and useful recipes; no special form or mode for deleting
foods from the database is required.
From a testing perspective, the presence of one-way and two-way data bindings in
XML files means that a reliable means of identifying the points in the code where
functionality is triggered is embedded in the GUI description files. These can become the
sideways entry points to the program needed for Integration Testing.

3.2.3 The Compiler’s Knowledge Can Be Leveraged
The compiler23 knows where the data bindings specified in the XML files connect to
objects in the program’s code; it has to know this information to successfully build a
deployable application. Debuggers in modern IDEs already leverage this knowledge about
program structure and data state, even allowing values of variables to be changed while a

23

This dissertation uses “compiler” as a shorthand for “the part(s) of the IDE that know how to

produce a working mobile app from the source files.” Pedantically, it may be a different component
of the IDE, but in non-expert speech, “compiler” conveys the important concept.
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program is executing. New testing tools should be able to leverage this information, too,
enabling a new approach to testing the functionality of the program via integration testing.
Developers have benefited from Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) for
years. IDEs encompass editing source code and packaging apps, but they also integrate
style checkers, code navigation aids, xUnit frameworks, code-coverage measurement tools,
feature-rich debuggers, etc. I suggest that the complexities of robustly testing mobile apps
(and Internet of Things (IoT) software, which is even more dependent on nontraditional
input forms) indicate that now is the time for testing environments that integrate new,
testing-focused ways of interacting with the codebase.

3.3 Envisioning Testing Knott’s Example Ski‐Data App
The possibilities for testing tools leveraging the compiler are more numerous than
imaginable. To ground the vision, recall Knott’s example ski-data app, which records
downhill speeds and shares records with friends; Knott asserted such an app needed to be
tested while skiing down slopes, at frigid temperatures, and under various network
conditions including near the border between different countries (Knott, 2015, pp. 3–4). I
will discuss approaches for testing capturing downhill speed records and testing exchange
of run records between friends, as a way of showing how integration testing tools can
leverage the compiler.

3.3.1 Testing Capturing Downhill Speed Records
It seems likely that ski run data should consist of a timestamp, the identity of the ski slope,
the max speed run, run duration, and the user identity. Assuming that capturing downhill
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speed only requires reading accelerometer data during a run, then testing this functionality
means seeing how the app handles a wide variety of accelerometer data. Identifying the ski
slope probably involves using GPS data, which can be tested analogously to accelerometer
data and will not be further discussed.

3.3.1.1 Using Existing Testing Technology
Neither Physical Devices nor Virtual Devices expose the raw accelerometer data, nor do
they reveal the system messages by which the mobile OS delivers the sensor information to
an app listening to that data. As previously discussed in Section 1.3.3, higher-level
simulation environments are not readily available to practitioners.
If the ski-data app happens to continually update a visual display with the current
value of data from the accelerometer, that value could be read from the Visual GUI Tree or
using Image-Comparison technology, but this is problematic on three counts. Firstly, the
presence of such a feature makes little sense, as it is surely a safety issue to enable a user to
read their mobile device screen while they are racing down a mountainside. Secondly, the
visual display probably does not update as frequently as the raw data is sent in; it takes
some overhead time for the graphics to be drawn, relative to the transmission of nongraphical data, so it is more reasonable to expect that only selected values from the actual
data stream make it to the screen. Thirdly, rapidly-changing data is hard to consume using
an external tool that needs to parse the whole GUI or conduct image-comparison upon it,
suggesting that only selected values from those that made it to the GUI display would
manage to be read by either of these test tool types.
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Code manipulation could be used to create a feature that would insert a system
event with the correct context data to the mobile device; this requires breaking the normal
security model of the device to enable the insertion of such events. The final result of
processing a complete stream of motion data could be found using the feature that reports
the run records; knowing what data was inserted as system events would allow checking
that the correct highest value was identified. No intermediate processing details could be
accessed unless instrumentation features to report this processing were coded into the app
and logged to files that could be analyzed after the test data run was completed. It is
unlikely that logging this data is advisable when the app is deployed to production, as it
could consume many scarce system resources on the mobile device. The end result is a lot
of test-only code in the core codebase, which clutters it and makes maintenance harder.
Other than log-processing tools, no System Monitoring technology approaches
appear suitable. As discussed in Section 1.3.7, there do not seem to be tools available for
monitoring the data from embedded sensors and hardware like an accelerometer.
It seems that the best available approach using existing technology is indeed to
send a few people out on ski slopes and have them report their experiences using the app.
It is not obvious how one validates the accuracy of the speed data on any run, but one
could at least compare relative values if the tester skied slowly, then at a moderate pace,
then as fast as safe down the run. Perhaps there is an external speed-measuring device
available that those with more problem-domain expertise know how to find; that
specialized knowledge is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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3.3.1.2 Using Compiler‐Assisted Testing Tools
In some ways, using a Compiler-Assisted Testing tool appears similar to using the Code
Manipulation approaches sketched in the prior section. A key difference is that the code
created for testing purposes only is kept separate from the app’s core codebase, which is
treated as a read-only artifact for testing purposes rather than something to be modified.
In a Compiler-Assisted Testing tool, the app’s interface to receiving accelerometer
data becomes the data insertion point and a stream of values is inserted into the app where
it harvests this data. The extraction points are 1) the part of the app where the final
interpretation of the speed value is made, and 2) the part of the app where the decision to
update the maximum speed value for the slope is made. No coordination with any other
parts of the program is required. A more advanced tool could leverage the ability to step
through code between these insertion and extraction points, using the same technology that
enables stepwise debugging.
Level 1 (Ready to Test): Initially, Testing Focus work is concerned with
determining whether this feature is ready to be challenged. In a deployed app, the goal is
to test the integrity of the install process and the core stability of the installed app; in the
context of using a Compiler-Assisted Testing tool, the goal is to test that the tool is
correctly configured to inspect the app’s state and to drive testcases through it. A good
first testcase would be to insert a single, well-formed and reasonable accelerometer reading
as if the system just handed it to the app and confirm its value is correctly extracted. If the
value is slower than the current maximum speed record, confirm no update to the slope
record is made. A second testcase of a single datum should check the opposite scenario,
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i.e., that the reading is faster than the record data and so the slope record is updated. These
two cases are sufficient to establish the basic functionality expected of the feature is
present and working. All the error-handling scenarios coming to mind represent deeper
challenges to the functioning of this feature, so they will be addressed at later levels.
Level 2 (Closely Controlled): Testing Focus work now assesses whether this
feature works when challenged by tests with carefully controlled parameters designed to
challenge the assumptions of the program. This is a good point to check basic errorhandling scenarios, still working with one accelerometer reading as input to the
application. Some good invalid values would be a negative speed and a speed faster than
sound; it would be good to check if zero triggers special handling, possibly stopping the
run record or marking it as characterized by a crash. This is also a good time to check what
happens when the handoff to the program from the system does not match formatting or
internal integrity expectations; selecting details to represent the spectrum of possibilities
here requires deeper analysis of how the mobile OS communicates this information to the
app.
Level 3 (Predictable Variations): Testing Focus work now builds on the
knowledge that individual examples of good and bad data are working and begins to
represent more realistic conditions. It is not realistic that the app would collect only one
speed reading during a ski run, so now testing needs to send the app a sequence of events,
varying the data, to confirm that the app handles a series of data well. The length of the
test data sequence will be gradually extended at first, then lengthened in larger increments
of time, up to a realistic length of speed for a representative type of ski slope. Realistic
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data values would consist of a variety of individual speeds and intervals of varying lengths
at different speeds, providing a rough approximation of changes in slope, snow conditions,
etc.; this would be a good time to use specific data streams intended to represent specific
ski slopes and types of ski runs, such as a beginner’s first trip down a small hill, a
distracted skier crashing into a bush, and an expert skier racing down a slalom course. If
specific accelerometer data error types have been identified as likely, this is a good time to
insert a few of those as well.
Level 4 (Discovers Unexpected): Testing Focus work now tries to expose
problems that no one could predict by placing the feature under internal and external stress.
Data streams will now grow so large and complex that applying fixed data will be
impractical; data values will need to be dynamically generated for each test run, varying
some parameters controlling the nature of the data each time. One way to place the feature
under internal stress is to roughly simulate a misbehaving accelerometer; that will manifest
as different patterns of error in the data stream. Error notifications and partially-formed
readings instead of valid values are likely to be dramatically more common in the scenario,
as are obviously invalid values (negative speeds and those faster than sound). Subtler
patterns of invalid values include a stream of fairly consistent speeds interspersed with
values dramatically different, say a stream of speeds around 20 km/h with occasional lone
readings of 200 km/h to test whether the app is sophisticated enough to recognize these
huge speed jumps as noise rather than valid data. Ordinarily the accelerometer probably
provides data readings on a regular schedule; what happens if some readings are
sporadically not sent or if there are long gaps of time during which no new data arrives?
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This is also a good time to vary assumptions about the types of runs being skied: How does
the app handle cross-country skiing routes compared to downhill slopes? There is likely to
be more stop-and-start motion, lower speeds, and much longer runs on cross-country treks.
Can the app handle a run that lasts for hours at a time? What if a skier is climbing uphill
more than skiing downhill? Does it make any difference to the app? Is the accelerometer
sensitive enough to measure slow motion as higher than zero?
To place the feature under external stress, it would be best to interrupt it. This is
realistic for mobile apps. Calls come in, text messages arrive, other system events happen.
Does this feature recover cleanly, gracefully, or poorly if its normal flow of functioning is
interrupted for different lengths of time? If the app is killed by the system, does a
background process remain running to complete gathering data or does everything halt
when the GUI is forcibly stopped and then its state discarded by the system before the app
restarts? Do informative messages communicate to the user what happened with their last
attempt to set a new personal record on a run?
What if all these different vectors of stress are combined in different proportions
during a test run? If the accelerometer is failing and the mobile OS is also sleeping or
shutting down processes (perhaps the system is too cold, crippling the accelerometer and
the battery), does this feature cope gracefully?
Level 5 (Exhausted Capacities): Testing Focus work now focuses on exhausting
all imagined possibilities for this feature. Level 4 (Discovers Unexpected) testing sampled
a variety of complex conditions and how they might interleave with each other; Level 5 is
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about systematically exploring as many variations of these combinations of factors as
possible, given the limits of time and tools.

3.3.2 Testing Sharing Run Records with Friends
The simpler case is when run data is posted to friends; assuming the user must first
approve run data to be posted, then the user should be stationary or moving at slow speeds
while interacting with the app to make that approval. This should mean that
communications network connectivity is less likely to change in character or type during
the time data is being sent across network. The more complex case is when a friend’s data
is received, as in this case the user may be moving at any speed; this increase the
likelihood that network connectivity will change in character or type during the time data is
crossing the network. It may even be more likely that users will receive posts from friends
while moving at high speed down a mountain, if a group of friends are competing down the
same slope, setting off within close intervals of each other.
Common problems with network communications include variations in signal
strength, moving in and out of dead spots, changing network connection types, and
handling competing network signals. The scenario of testing near the border between
countries suggests that switching network communication providers may come into play.
Without a deep inspection of how mobile networks are implemented at the network level
and at the level in which data is transmitted to Android OS, it is difficult to enumerate all
the possible vectors of variation. These few give enough to work with for this discussion.
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3.3.2.1 Using Existing Testing Technology
In a lab environment, Physical Devices might be used for limited testing by manually
changing the mobile device’s communications connection type, then posting a run record
out to friends, waiting to receive a friend’s post, and then changing to a new connection
type. This enables spot-checking the functionality using the most conveniently available
network connections at stationary or slow speeds, but any other situations require getting
out into the field and moving around with actual devices in hard-to-control conditions.
Virtual Devices, the Visual GUI Tree, and Image-Comparison Technologies do not
provide facilities for testing network connectivity.
Simulation Environments have been used to test network connectivity. Previously
discussed in this dissertation: (Meads et al., 2015)’s simulation framework permits specific
control of network connectivity type and packet loss rates while an app is being exercised
for variable lengths of time; (Liang et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2014)’s tool can apply 1254
real-world network performance behaviors while traversing an app’s GUI; and (Kohl,
2012, p. 505) mentions “network traffic emulators” that simulate communication speeds
and errors. Unfortunately, none of these seem able to be directed at a specific piece of
functionality nor integrated with it in a way that expressly exercises how that piece of
functionality copes with variable network conditions while operating; the existing solutions
focus on user-driven events and GUI navigation walks to trigger these, without
differentiating between features of the app.
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Code Manipulation provides a little more opportunity to target network
connectivity in the context of specific functionality: (Yang et al., 2013) instrument for
time-consuming operations (mostly network communications) and introduce artificial long
delays when these calls are invoked. By exercising just the features of interest, their
behavior in the face of network delays can be examined – but this does not provide
flexibility to test any of the other relevant network behaviors that may interact with the
functioning of the feature.
System Monitoring may be used to figure out after-the-fact how communications
worked, but without implementing extensive reporting into the app itself, it is difficult to
correlate logged events to the processing steps of the features being tested.

3.3.2.2 Using Compiler‐Assisted Testing Tools
Imagine a Compiler-Assisted Testing tool that provides a mock network infrastructure for
the app. In addition to inserting and receiving network packets for many different types of
communications connections, it knows how to trigger the app to send data, where to look
in the app to be certain the data was received, and how to compare the information inside
the app with that in the content of the network packets.
Given such a tool, the data insertion points are all of the app’s interfaces for
receiving network communications data, and the data extraction points are the parts of the
code handling sending or receiving run data. No actual network communications are
required.
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Level 1 (Ready to Test): To show that transmission of run records is ready to be
seriously challenged, the goal at this level is to ensure that the tool is correctly configured
to interface with the app, drive testcases through it, and correctly compare the run data as it
appears within the app with how it appears within the network packets. For each separate
possible type of communications network connection, one testcase should send good data
of a friend’s run record into the app and one testcase should trigger the app to send the
user’s run record out to the friend.
Level 2 (Closely Controlled): Testing Focus work now challenges the feature’s
assumptions with single issues such as: One communication each way for each different
way in which the run record data might be incomplete, malformed or corrupted; singlerecord transmission to one friend where the friend’s app does not immediately report
receipt of the data (once each for a transient outage easily re-established, for a short outage
of twenty seconds, for a medium-length outage of a couple of minutes, and for an outage
that lasts “forever” – at some point the app should give up entirely). It would also be
interesting to see what happens when the record run data sent is slower than the record run
data for that friend stored by the recipient app, as well as when the speed data received is
nonsensical (e.g., negative or faster than sound).
Level 3 (Predictable Variations): Testing Focus work for this feature now
advances to streams of data and more realistic scenarios. It seems likely that the user will
communicate with more than just one friend and that network conditions will exhibit noise
in various ways other than complete packet loss for intervals of time. Introducing different
percentages of corrupted or dropped packets into the communication should approximate
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variations in signal strength, in network load, and in moving in and out of dead spots while
remaining on the same network connection type. Different test runs should vary the
number of friends reporting to each other (perhaps using small groups of 5-12 people),
vary the percentages of corrupted and dropped packets on each network type, use each of
the different network types, etc.
It would be very useful at this point to do controlled tests wherein the mobile
device changes network connection type and possibly also network provider during the
communication between two friends. This requires deeper knowledge of how Android OS
connects apps to the network; it may require that the Compiler-Assisted Testing tool
invalidate a connection object the app is actively using and the signal the app that a
different type of connection is available. To assist with catching network changes midcommunication, the Compiler-Assisted Testing tool might greatly magnify the traffic
actually sent by the app by manipulating the packet header data to indicate that many more
packets will be transmitted and repeating the data constructed by the app enough times to
fill up those packets. It seems more feasible to magnify the data outbound from the app
under test, where only the Compiler-Assisted Testing tool needs to know how to parse the
results, than to magnify the data inbound to the app.
Level 4 (Discovers Unexpected): Testing Focus work now tries to expand the
sampling space and combine all the prior types of good and bad data and good and bad
data transmissions. The details cease to be feasible to generate manually and need to be
generated programmatically. Very large groups of friends may now be communicating
(e.g. 350+) and it becomes realistic for many of them to send run records at nearly the
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same instant; the result is spikes in the network communications traffic. Up until now,
Testing Focus work has concentrated on one ski run at a time, but realistic use is for users
to run the app for hours at a time (possibly interrupted by system events like application
switches, phone calls, text messages, etc.) and to ride up and down several different ski
runs, as well as repeatedly down the same ski run. All the possible variations of speed data
tested in Section 3.3.1 as part of capturing the downhill speed data are valid variations in
the transmitted run record data here.
Level 5 (Exhausted Capacities): Testing Focus work does not add new types of
testing conditions here but runs even more variations of variables, working to get closer to
exhaustive testing of all the possible combinations, as tools and time all.
Overall, the more knowledge the testing tool can encapsulate about how network
conditions vary – and the more controls for varying those parameters that can be exposed
to the tester – the more robust this approximation of network communications testing will
be.

3.4 Themes for Implementing the New Tools
From the above examples, certain patterns for Compiler-Assisted Testing tools become
apparent. All of these are integration testing tools examining an isolated feature set of the
app. Each tool involved a particular embedded device and encapsulates some specific
technical knowledge pertaining to how data from that device (or to that device) is sent
through the mobile OS. There is usually one data insertion point for this device’s data to
enter the app (although in complex situations like network communications there may be
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more than one or some additional management of the variations of instances of the one
active at any given moment) and usually more than one data extraction point representing
points in the app where the processed results are of interest because they are finalized in
some way.
Instead of testing for realistic scenarios, tests are constructed based on the range of
values that could be present in the data. Noise corrupting the data streams into the app and
errors are inserted – situations that are extremely hard to test under controlled
circumstances in the real world; using Compiler-Assisted Testing tools, these situations are
just matters of changing the percentages of noise and error packets.
All of these tests are necessarily approximations of how real hardware will behave,
but they focus on testing how the app behaves in response to both good data and bad data –
and the app’s behavior in the face of bad input is within control of the developers of the
app, whereas the behavior of the hardware on a wide variety of devices is not. So if a
varied enough suite of tests are run, the odds increase that some test has already inspected
how the app behaves in the face of similar behavior by real hardware – and that the
developers have already had the chance to make their app behave gracefully in that
circumstance.
Although imagination-ware, each of these envisioned tools satisfies the needs
established at the beginning of this chapter:
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Directly target functionality dealing with embedded sensors and equipment:
Testing discussion focused upon handling accelerometer data and a wide variety of
communications network types.
Scale easily to vast variations in data readings, data fidelity, data delivery
methods, etc.: The discussion included details for increasing testing scope at each
Release-Readiness Level, especially at Level 4 (Discovers Unexpected), where the quantity
of variations needs to be programmatically generated rather than manually constructed.
Constrain technological complexity to be within reach of non-specialists: In
both cases, it is posited that deep technical knowledge about how that type of embedded
equipment works is contained within the tool. What is exposed to the tester are controls
for varying ranges of value, percentages of noise, and numbers of different types of
essential variations in the underlying technology of that embedded equipment.
It has also been shown that these new tools make it possible to perform types of
testing that are not currently feasible with the existing technology tools.
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Chapter 4:
Efficiently Verifying Diverse GUI Layouts
For a first foray into this new class of tools, a small and simple problem is best, as
addressing that problem is a vehicle for exploring this new technology approach. It is
important to discover the technical complexities facilitating or hindering implementation of
this new category of testing tools that leverage GUI specification languages and compiler
knowledge to support app testing.

4.1 The Target Problem
The practical problem I chose to address is testing to determine whether an app’s GUI
renders acceptably on the devices it needs to. This is a real-world gap that I uncovered by
informally surveying the app testing marketplace and practitioner community. This
problem became significant in the Mobile Computing era because the manner in which
GUI layouts are specified changed. When screen sizes were limited, GUI designers
insisted on pixel-level control of items appearing onscreen (Kurlander, 2012). Now that
GUIs must work on so many varied screen sizes with so many different display
characteristics affecting GUI rendering, a responsive24 GUI design style has taken over. In
this idiom, layout libraries provide structures for arranging the elements of a GUI but defer
precise placement of those elements until rendering time. This allows GUIs to adapt to
screen characteristics and orientation and prevents needing to design and implement a
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Following the precedents set by Responsive Web Design of web pages.
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custom GUI for every type of hardware. Since there are thousands of possibilities, pixellevel design for each device failed to scale to the need.
Mobile app implementation details partially address this diversity of display
environments with automatic selection of images whose size and resolution best match the
device’s display size. There are also XML commands for specifying that different element
layouts should be used for screens above or below a particular size threshold. However,
the range of screen sizes treated specially during implementation in each mobile ecosystem
is still evolving, with new thresholds being added or combined as device hardware
changes.
When introductory mobile programming courses introduce customizing GUI
layouts for different display sizes, they tend to talk about paying attention to details like
not having the GUI elements too close together or spread too far apart; they also tend to
mention details like making sure the rendered GUI elements are large enough to be usable
and that all elements are accessible (in particular that it is possible to scroll to reach any
element rendered beyond the visible portion of the display). These details come up
frequently in discussions about enabling landscape orientation as well as portrait
orientation GUI interfaces, because what fits in a portrait view often disappears off the
bottom of the screen in a landscape view.
That developers are reminded to pay attention to these types of things highlights
some of the concerns that the layout controls do not address. Furthermore, the collection
of element layout controls is continuing to evolve. Apps created under prior state-of-the-
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art specifications may or may not render acceptably as the platform’s layout-management
infrastructure changes.
As an additional source of complexity, OS details can affect the display of an app’s
GUI. Windows 8 and 8.125 adjusted an app’s GUI layout depending on whether touch
input was activated or not, moving GUI elements like buttons farther apart to account for
the width of human fingers compared to mouse pointers. In the Android ecosystem, it is
easy and not uncommon for end-users to replace the default soft keyboard with another of
their choosing (Knott, 2015, p. 44), and different keyboards consume different amounts of
screen real estate. Also, cell service providers and device manufacturers may customize
Android OS in proprietary ways that reduce the overall amount of screen space for apps to
use; e.g., some lines of Android phones implement the Android home button in software
displayed on the screen rather than in hardware located beyond the screen boundaries.
Combined, all these variables create many thousands of different rendering
conditions that will not be fully known until runtime. A testing tool that could efficiently
search the problem space and flag unacceptable details to human attention would be useful.
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Under Windows 10, this may have changed. Articles on blogs.windows.com and

docs.windows.com suggest that responsibility for controlling these shifts may have been returned to
developers.
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4.2 Existing Technologies Poorly Handle This Problem
Of the seven core testing technologies discussed in Chapter 1, only Image-Comparison can
address inspecting how GUI layouts look when rendered (on either physical or virtual
devices). Part-image comparisons are not suited to this problem, as the goal is not
primarily to determine if specific visual elements are present onscreen, but instead to
determine how the entire layout looks and whether it is usable. Whole-image comparison
is the only option left – with all its inherent fragility to even single-pixel shifts in elements.
Some practitioners at (Austin Test Automation Bazaar, personal communication, January
15, 2016) spoke of needing to reinstall their test tools with a different library of baseline
images for the app for each and every device tested. This approach does not scale to the
size of the problem space.

4.3 An Integration Testing Approach
Integration Testing inherently isolates limited behaviors of software for detailed attention.
In this case, an Integration Testing approach will focus on judging the acceptability of the
GUI rendering, separate from any functionality connected to it. This both limits the
technical complexity of building the tool and provides a useful tool addressing a real-world
problem.
The tool I envision reads the XML files describing the GUI, routes them through
the mobile platform’s actual rendering process, and then analyzes the resulting GUI. I am
interested in answering high-level questions that pertain to desirable GUI design in
general: Are any GUI elements too close together? Too far apart? Too small to be usable?
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Too large to be sensible? Are all GUI elements on the page accessible, even if located
beyond the visible boundaries of the display? Are any GUI elements incompletely
rendered, drawn partially off-screen?
The tool will operate on one GUI page26 at a time, rendering it across many
different displays, checking for these constraints, and reporting the unacceptable results to
human attention. Acceptable results will be summarized, so that the reports from the tool
are small enough to be actionable.

4.3.1 Tool Configuration Details
Testers will set a few configuration details for the tool, using a configuration file saved
between uses, with the option of manually overriding these values on a per-run basis while
interacting with the tool. GUI object configuration data shall consist of the minimum and
maximum acceptable distances between GUI objects, as well as the minimum and
maximum height and width of each type of GUI object handled by the tool.
Configuration details will also determine which device rendering conditions are
tested. To aid in specificity, I define a tuple Device<screen size, resolution, pixel density>
to represent a device’s display screen. To enable targeting specific devices for testing, the
configuration file will contain a path to a file listing Device<> details, a Boolean flag to
test portrait orientation, and a Boolean flag to test landscape orientation. To enable
exploring the general problem space, instead of a configuration file of specific Device<>
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values, parameters may be specified to construct Device<> details during runtime; in this
case, a minimum value, a maximum value, and a step-size value by which to increment
between the two will be specified for each Device<> parameter. For example, display
screen size may be specified as small as 2 inches, as large as 120 inches, with a step-size
increment of 0.1 inch, and the tool will construct Device<> details at all 1181 of those
screen sizes and run tests for each of them.
The tool will be directed to run on the XML files of one app at a time, but it will be
able to assemble all the XML files required to render each app GUI page. Provisions to
automatically handle testing in some or all language localizations will be designed as the
complexities of the problem become more apparent.

4.3.2 Meeting Requirements for the New Class of Testing Tools
Three requirements for the needed new tools were established in Chapter 3. My
envisioned new tool meets all of them:
Directly target functionality dealing with embedded sensors and equipment:
In this case, the embedded equipment is the display screen and the functionality targeted is
the acceptability of GUI rendering to that screen.
Scale easily to vast variations in data: The ability to dynamically construct
Device<> details at runtime enables the tool to explore the entire definable problem space,
even for device specifics not yet released to market. Additionally, no matter how many
GUI pages are in an app, the tool is designed to test all of them on all Device<> types, in
both orientations.
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Constrain technological complexity to be within reach of non-specialists: In
this case, details about good GUI design in terms of element dimensions are being
addressed by the tool. A production-release version of the tool could ship with reasonable
defaults for all the measurements, defined by a GUI Designer with that expertise. The tool
could then be used out-of-the-box by testers with no local expert to consult. The
configuration file allows a local expert to fine-tune the values if desired.

4.3.3 Comparable Technology
The (Galen Framework, 2013-2017) is similar in that it seeks to test responsive web page
layouts in terms of the relationships between the objects. However, the Galen Framework
works by specifying the details of the location of objects in terms of absolute pixels or in
terms of a percentage of some object’s width or height (where the full display width or
height may be an “object”). They have developed an entire language27 to express the
description of the layout of the page in fine detail, with specific measurement details for
each object in the GUI.
My approach is operating at a higher level of abstraction. Instead of asking if two
buttons are each more than 45% of the width of their containing box, my approach asks if
those two buttons are too close together, too far apart, too small, too large, visible, not
visible, or partially visible. The precise measurement details are left to the layout controls,
which it is their job to handle, and I ask whether the results are acceptable. If not, different
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integrations with various programming languages.
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layout controls or special-cased layout thresholds may need to be added to the XML files
describing the app’s GUI.

4.4 Prototype Tool Design Plan
My primary goal in this dissertation is to explore the technical complexities facilitating or
hindering implementation of this new category of testing tools. Consequently, instead of
attempting to develop a comprehensive tool, I have constrained the tool to a prototype. It
is important for the prototype to be as simple as possible to implement yet contain enough
complexity to yield insights into how to effectively expand the tool to be more fullyfeatured.

4.4.1 GUI Complexity Constraints
Many variables potentially affect the rendering of the GUI: types of GUI objects,
customized look-and-feel layers on the GUI objects, standard vs. custom GUI object types,
coding style for handling device orientation switches, coding style for specifying the GUI
(e.g., attribute inheritance, directives pushed up/down the GUI object display tree, whether
the GUI is fully specified in one file or many files, etc.), whether bindings import display
data from the program code to the GUI code, OS global settings altering the GUI (e.g.,
night color mode, screen magnification, high-contrast color schemes, etc.), OS version
differences in support for different coding styles and program architectures, etc. This
yields far too many possibilities to tackle in a first exploration of the tool.
These limitations constrain scope for the prototype yet support productive exploration in
depth of complexity:
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No data-binding features will be considered. Only GUI objects specified in the
GUI description language (XML) will be examined.



No custom object types will be considered. Nor will all default GUI object types
for the platform be examined. Only the Button object will be analyzed by the
prototype tool.



No OS global setting effects will be considered – except for the localization of
strings into different languages.

This leaves as a set of possible variables: the customized look-and-feel of Button objects,
the style of coding for orientation shifts, and whether the GUI is described all in one file or
spread across multiple files.

4.4.2 Device Variability Constraints
The prototype tool will only read Device<> types from the configuration file. Although
highly desirable for testing at great scale, some experience in handling Device<> types
differing in parameter values is required to enable good design of the feature to create
Device<> types from parameter ranges at runtime.

4.4.3 Prototype Implementation Stages
The prototype tool will be built in iterations, each increasing the flexibility or intelligence
of the prototype. A simple test app containing one GUI page will be used throughout
prototype implementation, one that arranges four Buttons in a visual grid (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The simple test app with one GUI page.
See Appendix C for optional background on the test scenario.

As a vocabulary matter, I found it useful to extend the Device<>-tuple definition with one
that adds an orientation parameter: VisualEnvironment<screen size, resolution, pixel
density, orientation>. At this time, the only known orientations are portrait and landscape.

4.4.3.1 Phase One: Scalability
In the first phase of development, the goal is to address rendering GUI pages on different
Device<> types at scale. For prototype development purposes, the tool will be considered
to have met the “at scale” requirement once it can render the simple GUI test page for 10
Device<> types in one run.
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Iteration 0: The tool shall render an image of the GUI page for one Device<screen
size, resolution, pixel density> in portrait orientation. (Total: 1 image rendered.)
Iteration 1: Add rendering of the GUI page for the same Device<> in landscape
orientation. (Total: 2 images rendered.)
Iteration 2: Add rendering of both orientations for a second Device<screen size,
resolution, pixel density> type. (Total: 4 images rendered.)
Iteration 3: Add rendering of images for an arbitrary number (N) of
VisualEnvironment<screen size, resolution, pixel density, orientation>. (Total: N images
rendered.)
Assessment: At this point, a usable and minimally useful tool will be achieved:
GUI renderings may be manually inspected for glaring problems. The process of routing
the GUI through the platform’s own rendering process will have been worked out or
limitations discovered. Details of handling all the parameters of a VisualEnvironment will
have been worked out or limitations discovered.

4.4.3.2 Phase Two: Analysis Capacity
In the second phase of development, the goal is to introduce analytical intelligence to the
prototype tool. Simple constraints are introduced one at a time, and the tool is taught to
analyze the renderings for adherence to these constraints, summarize successes observed,
and draw human attention to any places where the constraint is not satisfied.
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In this phase, development will use a specific set of VisualEnvironment<screen size,
resolution, pixel density, orientation> tuples defined to be analytically useful relative to the
simple GUI test page: JustRight, TooSkinny, TooShort, TooWide, TooTall.
Iteration 4: The tool shall assess whether all Buttons in the GUI appear within the
visible page area on the development VisualEnvironment<> set. The tool will be
responsible for identifying the Button objects in the XML GUI description, identifying
their locations onscreen, assessing whether these locations fall within the visible screen
area, and reporting on this analysis. In this phase, a single, consistent point will be
sufficient to describe the location of a Button object, although in reality Buttons are larger
than a point.
Iteration 5: Add the ability to analyze the outer boundaries of Button objects. The
tool will calculate the size of each Button object, identify all the points on the display
occupied by that Button, and flag any Buttons that render fully or partially outside the
visible area of the screen. In this phase, Button objects passing the iteration test may be
overlapping, depending on how the OS handles drawing a page within a space that is too
small.
Iteration 6: Add the ability to analyze the distance between the outer boundaries
of Button objects arranged visually in a grid and report on their adherence to specified
tolerances. The tool will calculate the vertical and horizontal distances between adjacent
Button objects and compare them to user-specified values of MinVerticalSeparation,
MaxVerticalSeparation, MinHorizontalSeparation, and MaxHorizontalSeparation.
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Anomalies will be flagged. In this phase, Buttons that overlap will be identified and
flagged as problematic.
Iteration 7: Add the ability to analyze the inner dimensions of Button objects and
report on their adherence to specified tolerances. The tool will calculate the vertical and
horizontal distances within a Button object’s boundaries and compare them to userspecified values of MinButtonWidth, MaxButtonWidth, MinButtonHeight, and
MaxButtonHeight. In this phase, Buttons that render unusably small or unusably large will
be identified and flagged as problematic.
Iteration 7 is specifically motivated by an amazingly easy-to-trigger bug in
Android GUI rendering: When a simple app layout containing a text-input box is rotated,
the GUI breaks (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Landscape view of test app showing layout bug.
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Assessment: At this point, a proof-of-concept will have been achieved that
meaningful tests based on assertions of general GUI design properties is possible. Enough
complexity of testing details should have been exercised to yield insights about the
feasibility and constraints on tools of this type.

4.4.3.3 Phase 3: Resilience to Change
In development phase three, the goal is to show that the prototype tool can continue to
function usefully in the face of changes made to the GUI. GUI changes are common, and
most existing testing tools break in this situation, requiring significant manual intervention
to amend the tests so that they work again, often requiring complete re-creation of tests to
update details customized to the specific deployment scenario. GUI changes affecting the
automated tests also occur even when no design changes are made to the GUI of the app:
Every time a new device comes to market and is adopted for testing, every time a new softkeyboard or another OS modification is uncovered as a common-enough user environment
customization to merit testing, and every time an app is localized to support a new
language – all these change the GUI layout details from anything previously recorded as a
reference image and historically require hands-on test maintenance.
To test the prototype’s resilience to change, localizing the app to new languages
will be used to represent the types of changes that affect GUI testing as the app evolves
over time. The prototype tool shall be considered to have passed the testing goal of Phase
3 if it demonstrates that time invested in creating a test under one set of circumstances can
be applied to new circumstances without significant manual intervention.
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Iteration 8: Recode the test mobile app (one simple GUI page) for
internationalization. On Android, this means moving string literals to a resource file and
using variables to refer to them in the XML files; consequently, parsing multiple XML
files rather than just one now becomes required in order to build a complete description of
the GUI. In this phase, the prototype tool passes if the app test results match those of
Iteration 7, despite the underlying code having been significantly restructured.
Iteration 9: Add the ability to invoke rendering the GUI under specific locale
conditions. Ideally, this will be easy to trigger while the prototype tool is running, as the
desired end-goal is to switch seamlessly between default languages within one testing pass
executed by the prototype. In a Compiler-Assisted Tool, this should be a matter of
resetting a state variable accessed by the mobile app; in a tool not yet leveraging the
compiler’s knowledge, this may require changing the device locale at the OS level between
testing passes. In this phase, the prototype tool passes if a sensible set of app results is
achieved for a localization with very long strings, with no more human intervention to the
testing process than changing the device locale at the OS level.
Iteration 10: Provided that a sufficient technical solution for switching between
localization languages automatically has been discovered, exercise the prototype tool
against a suite of variations comprised of different devices and different languages. In this
phase, the prototype tool passes if it produces sensible test results, in one pass, for the
complete set of combinations of test devices and test languages.
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Assessment: At this point, the potential of this style of testing tool to reduce test
maintenance effort (and costs) and to accelerate capacity to support app variations should
be demonstrated. Technical limitations of the ecosystem interfering with this goal will
have been uncovered, along with insights about the feasibility and constraints on tools of
this type.

4.5 Prototype Tool Recap
Although quite limited in embedded analytical intelligence, this prototype tool contains
enough complexity to explore the technical details facilitating or hindering implementation
of this tool and others like it, which leverage the GUI specification languages and compiler
knowledge to support app testing.
Many additional capabilities and usability refinements can be added to this
prototype in addition to handling more diverse GUI elements; these are beyond the scope
of the prototype tool, as choosing the best directions to pursue to reveal the most insightful
new information about the technology requires a base of hands-on experience first.
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Chapter 5
Lessons Learned in Android Prototype
Implementation
This chapter discusses the experience of implementing in Android the prototype GUI
layout testing tool described in Chapter 4. This tool is designed to read the XML files
describing the GUI, route them through Android’s actual rendering process, and then
analyze the resulting GUI for conformance to a few specific principles of good GUI
design.

5.1 Expectations
When implementation work began on my prototype GUI layout testing tool, I expected to
be able to leverage the Android SDK28 distributed by the Android Open Source Project; the
testing tool would not be an Android app, but it could call into the Android libraries and
use the same code used by Android apps.
Consequently, I expected research work involving my prototype GUI layout
testing tool would concentrate on issues relating to the requirements for this new class of
testing tools, as laid out in Section 3.1.1. Firstly, the prototype tool would demonstrate that
targeting an isolated piece of embedded hardware – in this case the display screen – could
be done without requiring a full physical or virtual device. Secondly, the prototype tool
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https://developer.android.com/studio/releases/sdk-tools
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would demonstrate that the parameters by which display screens varied could be exercised
at scale in a way that was not limited to handling just the display specifics currently
available in the marketplace; instead of iterating through the marketplace models, display
parameters would be able to take on full ranges of values, including those for displays not
yet available. Thirdly, the prototype tool would demonstrate that the technical
complexities of GUI rendering could be abstracted away into a few key principles and
simple controls that could be used by any software tester, without requiring the tester to
hold a GUI Designer’s expertise; using the tool would also not require the tester to have
deep expertise in the GUI implementation internals, neither at the Android app level nor at
the Android infrastructure level.
That is not what happened.

5.2 Discoveries
Unfortunately, in its present form, the Android SDK is completely unusable apart from a
physical or virtual device. This incompatibility is more than just surficial; it occurs at
many different layers of the Android infrastructure.
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5.2.1 Limitations with the Android SDK Package
The first discovery was that the Android SDK libraries that Android apps are built against
has been stripped of all functional code. When the .class files are decompiled29, every
method body has been replaced with:
throw new RuntimeException(“Stub!”);

Although sufficient to enable compilation of an Android app, there is no functional code in
these SDK libraries. Android is designed to rely on the libraries customized by the
hardware manufacturers to make Android OS work on their hardware; at runtime, these
customized libraries are the ones an Android app accesses.

5.2.2 Limitations with Inspecting Android Source
Fortunately, the entire Android OS is open-source, so finding the details of Android’s
actual rendering process now moved to researching into the OS source code. I expected to
find a website from which a complete source package for a specific release of Android
could be downloaded, because this is how every other open-source product I have worked
with distributes its source code. There is a separate process for joining the development
team of the product by integrating with its source code repository tools. My other
expectation was that I would be able to work with the source code using any desktop
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use IntelliJ IDEA to read the installed Android SDK files.
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computing platform (i.e., Windows, MacOS, or Linux), because source code is written in
high-level languages designed to be portable across platforms.
Unfortunately, the Android OS source code is not designed to be obtained nor built
so flexibly. There are multiple pages of detailed instructions at https://source.android.com/
under the “Download” and “Build” tabs; their contents (and their detailed URLs) have
changed since February 2018, when I last downloaded and built an Android OS release
(7.1.2_r36 specifically). However, several themes within the instructions remain the same.

5.2.2.1 Unix‐based Platform is Required
Instructions for working with the Android OS source are provided for Linux and MacOS;
Windows is specifically unsupported. Although the download and build process can be
made to work on MacOS-flavored Unix, it is not compatible with the default MacOS
filesystem type; a case-sensitive filesystem is required, and MacOS by default is not casesensitive. The entire Android OS download and build process is designed to work properly
only on Linux.

5.2.2.2 Custom “repo” Tool is Required
The Android Open Source Project uses a custom Python script they developed called
“repo” to download source code for an Android OS release. Although the documentation
page30 speaks of “a Git repository hosted by Google”, the actual source is scattered across a
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variety of repositories; the repo tool manages the complexity of downloading the correct
files from each of them.

5.2.2.3 Navigating the Downloaded Source Requires Expertise
Once all the source code for an Android OS release is downloaded, one is left needing to
navigate a massive source tree that lacks explanatory documentation about how it is
organized. Knowing the Java package path to a particular Android library within the SDK
did not help me to find the code implementing that library within the Android OS source
tree; the implementation modules are distributed across different parts of the source tree.
Neither I nor my research assistant located a means by which to build just the Android
libraries backing the Android SDK, leaving us with no option but to build the entire
Android OS distribution in order to build a small piece of it. Considerably more expertise
in the build process used by Android OS is required to tease out building just one
component.

5.2.3 Limitations with the Design of Android
In researching how Android integrates with specific pieces of hardware and how it
implements graphics, the core reasons for the inseparability of the Android SDK Libraries
from the whole OS build began to emerge.

5.2.3.1 Android is Designed to Rely on Hardware‐Specific Libraries
Given how widely-feted Android is as an open-source OS, it surprised me to learn that one
cannot download an Android OS release, build it, and obtain something usable.
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Proprietary hardware-related binaries are required (Android Open Source Project, n.d.g).31
Proprietary binaries are, by definition, not open-source.

5.2.3.2 Android Poorly Separates Hardware‐Specifics from OS
This dissertation research was done against Android Nougat, specifically the 7.1.2_r36
release. Android Oreo (8.0) released while this research was in motion, and Android Oreo
completely rearchitected the manner in which hardware manufacturers customize Android
OS to work with their hardware. Prior to Android Oreo, there was no clean interface
between the core Android OS and the hardware-specific customizations required to make
Android OS work on any given hardware; they mingled. This made it difficult for device
manufacturers to support upgrading their devices to newer releases of Android, and so
better modularity became a key part of the Android 8.0 (Oreo) design (Android Open
Source Project, n.d.b, Android Open Source Project, n.d.d, Android Open Source Project,
n.d.c).
Prior to Android Oreo, hardware-specific customizations involved things called
HALs (Hardware Abstraction Layers) (Android Open Source Project, n.d.f). Android Oreo
introduced HIDL (HAL Interface Definition Language) (Android Open Source Project,
n.d.c) and now new hardware customizations are implemented using either Binderized
HALs or Passthrough HALs, both which of use HIDL (Android Open Source Project,
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and requires additional hardware-related proprietary libraries to run, such as for hardware graphics
acceleration.”
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n.d.b). This is confusing. Device driver implementation and integration expertise seems
required to untangle the details here.
Overall, it is not clear how to go about writing a software-only “hardware
interface” that would enable an Android testing tool to run wholly on a desktop computer
without requiring the set-up of virtual devices. This was one possible path for working
around the inability to leverage the Android SDK for other purposes, but it was quickly
revealed as hopelessly complex.
Worse, a usable software testing tool would need to integrate into the hardware
interfaces of all in-use versions of Android, not just the most recent. Android has released
so many major version changes since its inception that minorly old and quite old Android
versions (and their internal architectures) remain in use (Android Open Source Project,
2018a; Google Tech Talks, 2013). Android apps realistically need to function on many
major versions of Android, so software testers need to test apps on all those major versions.
Consequently, a test tool mocking a hardware interface needs to handle all the hardware
interface architectures for all those versions, not just the latest architecture.

5.2.3.3 Android Functionality Relies on Linux Kernel Calls
In tracing through the source code and documentation implementing Android’s graphics
subsystem, I discovered that Android Java diverges very far from standard Java in ways
that break portability across devices. Firstly, Android graphics are rendered into Buffers
(Android Open Source Project, n.d.a) that are passed around the system using Binder IPC –
and Binder IPC involves kernel operations (Android Open Source Project, n.d.j). As of
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Android Oreo (8.0), Binder IPC appears to be more heavily used for all HAL interfaces
(Android Open Source Project, n.d.j). Secondly, Bitmap graphics data within Android is
not copied between objects. It is passed by handle – with the Bitmap stored in Kernel
space. These parts of Android combine Java code with C/C++ code and require JNI (Java
Native Interface) programming; working with multiple languages in one integrated source
base requires advanced programming skills.
Many of these design decisions support optimizing graphics performance on
Android devices, which makes a great deal of sense in the context of production
deployments. However, these same decisions greatly limit the possibilities for integrating
more-sophisticated testing tools like those I envision. My prototype GUI layout testing
tool can handle some overhead in rendering the GUI for one VisualEnvironment<>
because it is not important that any VisualEnvironment<> update within a certain amount
of time; the goals of this testing tool mean it needs to optimize for switching
VisualEnvironment<> details as efficiently as possible, and switching entire virtual device
stacks consists of a great deal more overhead than waiting for graphics objects to be copied
within user space.

5.3 Complexities Recap
Reviewing all these discoveries, one can see that to implement my prototype GUI layout
testing tool, one needs quite diverse expertise.
System administration skills are required to download the source and all the tools
required to build it, as well as to interpret next steps when the documentation is outdated
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(as it was as recently as February 2018, when I last rebuilt Android OS source, although it
has been significantly updated as of November 2018).
When I built Android OS, the downloaded code did not compile cleanly. This
required skills in analyzing and fixing build dependencies.
Finding subsystem code of interest for another purpose requires skills in navigating
and deciphering very large codebases. Working with that code requires significant
expertise in hardware device driver implementation, Linux kernel behaviors and
integration, cross-language programming and compilation, and graphics subsystem
implementation at the OS level.
Additionally, one needs to trace the Android OS code and the Android Studio IDE
code to decipher the process by which Android GUIs are inflated from their descriptive
XML files into objects used by an Android app. Part of the Android Studio compilation
process involves precompiling these files into resource files (M. Stratton, personal
communication, January 2018), which are later parsed by LayoutInflator (Android Open
Source Project, n.d.e):
For performance reasons, view inflation relies heavily on preprocessing of XML files that is done at build time. Therefore, it is not
currently possible to use LayoutInflater with an XmlPullParser over a
plain XML file at runtime; it only works with an XmlPullParser
returned from a compiled resource (R.something file.)
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This complicates the ability to tap into the processing done for Android Apps because it is
done in so many partial stages.
This is a broad and deep set of technical skills, rare among senior developers and
rarer amongst software testers. In Section 3.1.1.1 I defined the technical software testers
that are my target audience for using the new category of testing tools I envision:
Experienced software testers with competent, generalist programming
skills but without special technical expertise in any of the subsystems
comprising mobile computing environments and without special
technical expertise in the mathematical modelling commonly associated
with simulation efforts.
This skill set is so far divergent from the skill set required to build even my simple
prototype tool that it is extremely unlikely that any of these new tools will be built by
practitioners. Academics, however, could provide a great service by bridging this gap and
providing tools that could scale to address the specific problems in mobile software testing
that are not being well-addressed today.
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Chapter 6:
Future Work
In the course of this research, many things have emerged as avenues for future work.

6.1 Establishing the New Technology Testing Tools
This particular foray into creating a testing tool leveraging the GUI XML description files
and the compiler’s knowledge of how an app gets constructed hit too many technical
blocks to bring the prototype to fruition. However, the experience clarified a number of
details that should be pursued.

6.1.1 Work to Establish an Android SDK that can be Leveraged
I am not the only researcher to run into the stub methods in the Android SDK as problems
in the way of my research efforts. (Mirzaei et al., 2012) created custom stub and mock
classes to enable compilation of Android apps with standard Java so that the code could be
analyzed with the Java PathFinder tool; (van der Merwe et al., 2012) also chose selected
parts of the Android Framework to model for compatibility with Java PathFinder.
(Amalfitano et al., 2013) substituted “an ad hoc modified version” of classes in the
android.hardware package with custom code that could generate events for their testing
purposes. (Campillo-Sanchez et al., 2013) replaced Android SDK classes receiving sensor
data with classes to provide simulated sensor readings rather than actual ones. This
suggests many researchers find themselves needing to reimplement parts of the Android
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SDK because it cannot be directly leveraged to non-mobile-app purposes in its present
form.

6.1.1.1 Assess Feasibility of More API Boundaries within Android SDK
Android Oreo introduced an API boundary between the core Android OS and the
hardware-specific customizations required for every device. This should be assessed to
determine how well it is working and how it may need to be improved. If a generic-Java
“device” could be connected to an app instead of a specific piece of hardware, many of the
problems encountered in trying to implement the prototype tool in this dissertation seem
likely to vanish.
The feasibility of introducing an API boundary between Android OS functions and
kernel operations used for performance reasons should also be assessed. Production
devices need to be optimized for performance, but deep entanglement with Linux kernel
operations interferes with leveraging Android processing for testing in ways that scale
across device variations, as seen in my prototype tool implementation experience.

6.1.1.2 Collaborate on Versioned Pure‐Java Android SDK Implementations
Given that multiple researchers have encountered needing to re-implement parts of the
Android SDK, perhaps an academic collaboration effort needs to be established to create
and maintain a thorough rendering of the Android SDK in standard Java. This would not
be suitable for production app use, but it would be suitable for a variety of research efforts.
This could proceed while work on internal API boundaries progressed; the two efforts
would likely benefit each other.
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Ideally, either the changes required to permit standard Java integrations to work
would stabilize enough to fold them back into the main Android source tree, or the API
boundaries would stabilize enough to dramatically reduce the maintenance of the pure-Java
Android SDK Research Libraries to a scope that an academic coalition could easily
maintain.

6.1.1.3 Assess Usefulness of “Goldfish” Device
(Google Tech Talks, 2013) alerted me to the existence of “goldfish”, which is used by the
Android Emulator to enable virtual devices. My research assistant, Mr. Stratton, tracked
down a developer-forums post which states that goldfish is “a virtual CPU…[that] executes
ARM926T instructions and has hooks for input and output – such as reading key presses
from or displaying video output in the emulator.”32 Goldfish is updated for every release
of Android33 but is not built with the Android OS source distribution, because it is a kernel
variant.

6.1.2 Assess the Separability of Android App Build Tools
The exact details of how an Android app is taken from source files into a running app
installed on a device has become something of a black box. Early in Android’s history, the
build tools and the process could be done manually. Now many of the steps are
encapsulated into Android Studio and happen without the developer being aware of the
details. Under the most common circumstances – i.e., building an Android app for
32

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/android-kernel/M4SjXulUeUo

33

https://android.googlesource.com/device/generic/goldfish/+refs
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deployment – this is both the easiest and most reliable process for getting correctly-built
Android apps. However, research efforts and testing efforts need to insert themselves into
that build and deployment process at different stages and meddle with details in different
ways. So the details all along the way need to be clearly documented for each version of
Android, with the dependencies highlighted. Some custom tools to enable research and
testing efforts may be needed amongst the Android Build Tools that handle compilation,
packaging, and installation.

6.1.3 Assess Opportunities for Adding Tools to Android Studio IDE
An exploration and assessment for opportunities to connect new testing tools into the
compiler’s knowledge within the Android Studio IDE needs to be done. Android Studio
seems to be evolving rapidly and the Android Open Source Project is now advocating for
developing apps in Kotlin34 rather than Java; this complicates the quest to integrate testing
tools written in a widely-known language like Java.

6.1.4 Explore Prototype Tool Implementation on Non‐Android Platforms
This likely requires partnership with Apple and Microsoft, but it would be useful to explore
how easily the prototype GUI layout testing tool can be implemented in those ecosystems
and to discover what technical details facilitate or hinder development and use of these new
types of tools.

34

https://developer.android.com/kotlin/
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6.2 Establish an Archival‐Quality Record of Android’s Past
In the course of my research, I found myself heavily reliant on websites whose content and
structures change. This is fine for keeping the Android development community focused
on the latest and best ways to build new Android devices and software, but it creates some
concerns for historical research – including that of making new solutions work with legacy
code.

6.2.1 Confirm Past Android Versions can be Obtained and Built
Because there is no tidy compressed package to download that contains all of the Android
OS source, and because so much of the build process seems dependent upon specific
versions of tools, I am unsure that all the past versions of Android releases can be
downloaded and successfully built. The build instructions written then have been
overwritten by today’s current information, and some of the build tools have dropped out
of favor and been replaced by others. It would be useful to have an archival-quality
location to obtain the complete source and build tools and build instructions for past
releases.

6.2.2 Create a Reflective Technical History of Android’s Architecture
Changes
Android has undergone sweeping architectural changes several times since its release about
one decade ago. Graphics used to be rendered entirely via software (Android Open Source
Project, n.d.i) but now rendering is divided between hardware and software. The
mechanisms for integrating hardware with the OS have changed several times. The
architectural strategy for building an Android app has changed several times. Many of the
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changes are made for performance reasons, but the driving factors and tradeoffs of the
choices are becoming obscured by time. It would be useful to have both a detailed
explanation of how each Android version works (at its best) and a narrative tracing the
types of change; Android appears to be changing much more rapidly (i.e., releasing more
major versions with sweeping changes in each) than iOS or Windows UWP. Which
changes are working well and why, which did not meet specific needs, and what are the
tradeoff costs of those various decisions?

6.3 Document the Technical History of Involved Technologies
Similar to 6.2.2, there seem to be opportunities for reflective technical histories of other
technologies involved in mobile computing.

6.3.1 Create a Reflective Technical History of Computing and its Relation to
Software Testing
It would be useful to have a rigorous and detailed history expanding upon Section 1.2,
incorporating the details of what happened when but also narrating the influence of the
technology present at each point time. The state of technology shaped which problems
were addressed in academia and industry, and the reasons why certain pursuits flourished
or were abandoned are important, especially as the tacit foundations for those conclusions
remain subject to change. I am interested in the problems which extant technology both
posed and answered and in highlighting the context assumptions that today are often so
deeply built-in that they are frequently unknown. It is hard to react to changes in context
properly if we cannot see where old truths may no longer be perfectly applicable.
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6.3.2 Create a Reflective Technical History of GUI Implementation
Similarly, it would be useful to have a detailed history of the GUI implementation
technologies that expands on the material in Section 3.2.2.1. What problems concerned the
research community at each stage along the way? How did the state of technology at the
time influence priorities and solutions? What buried context assumptions are revealed by
looking back reflectively at the whole arc of this technology?

6.4 Conduct Rigorous Qualitative Research on the Needs of
Practitioner Testers
It would be useful to have a rigorous qualitative research inquiry to capture the special
expertise of highly experienced software testing automation experts working with mobile
apps, and perhaps a separate inquiry into their experience with IoT apps. This would allow
for a broader capture of the issues faced by those most capable of benefiting quickly from
academic research efforts to solve those technical problems, as well as providing a more
authoritative citation for the informally gathered experience reports touched on in Section
1.1.
Most papers read in the preparation of this dissertation interviewed very few
software testers (as few as four in one case) and accepted a low experience threshold (e.g.,
a year or so of professional experience). Or they asked developers about their software
testing needs. These can represent useful slices of the practitioner community and its
needs, but the responses gathered from highly experienced software testing automation
experts is more likely to shed light on where technology gaps exist and could be usefully
bridged by academic attention to the technical problems.
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Chapter 7:
Conclusion
This dissertation has examined the existing software testing technologies, grouping them
into seven categories and examining the strengths and weaknesses of each, particularly in
terms of each technology’s ability to handle the vast environmental unpredictability faced
by mobile apps. Existing tools and research efforts for each technology were mapped,
revealing that the replication of specific tests across many devices in the cloud is the only
approach handling mobile environmental unpredictability that is easily accessible to
practitioner software testers. This is not enough.
This dissertation then presented a novel model for understanding the needs of
software testing practitioners working outside a contract-development context. This
Release-Readiness Levels Framework provides language and assessment assistance for
examining how well tools and research efforts are filling the immediate needs of software
testing practitioners. Again, a practical gap was revealed: Most of the existing tools and
research efforts function at Level 1 (Ready to Test) or Level 2 (Closely Controlled), but the
higher levels capable of scaling to handle the vast environmental unpredictability of
Mobile Computing have few tools or research efforts to fill them. Only cloud-based access
to many physical devices is covered well, but that does not enable meaningful testing of
the embedded sensors and equipment of mobile devices, despite their being commonly
used in mobile apps.
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Next, this dissertation presented a vision for a new category of testing tools, ones
which would leverage the GUI XML description files to identify points to enter the code to
do Integration Testing, leveraging the knowledge of the compiler and potentially part of
new Integrated Testing Environments. Integration Testing is currently missing from
mobile test automation, but it has great power to address exactly the gaps not currently
covered. While detailed technical expertise in subsystems comprising mobile systems can
and should be hidden away in these tools, the new tools themselves should be usable by
experienced software testers with competent, generalist programming skills.
A specific tool of this new type was designed to automatically test GUI layouts for
specific properties of good GUI design at vast scale. The design is ecosystem-independent,
and the attempt to implement the new tool for Android apps revealed significant
architectural attributes of Android hindering the development of this prototype and other
tools in the new class of testing tools. Several high-level approaches to resolving these
difficulties were presented, as well as several historical and qualitative research inquiries
that would illuminate the present conditions, problems, and needs.
Mobile Computing needs better software testing tools, ones that directly handle
vast environmental unpredictability and operate easily at great scale. The more technical
software testing practitioners could put well-designed Integration Testing tools to great
practical use, but the depth and breadth of specialized technical knowledge required to
create any of these tools makes it unlikely that the practitioner community will be able to
create them. Academic researchers could provide a great service to the practitioner
community by detangling the technology impediments and packaging up complexity into
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smart, useful, limited-scope tools addressing each type of embedded sensor and equipment
in use in both mobile and IoT (Internet of Things) devices.
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Appendix A:
Reference Websites for Table 1
Table 1 summarizes a sampling of cloud testing services and the native app testing
frameworks they support, as of March 2018. Links listed below last checked 18 Apr 2018.

Cloud Testing Services
Xamarin Test Cloud: https://www.xamarin.com/test-cloud
AWS Device Farm: https://aws.amazon.com/device-farm/
Bitbar: https://bitbar.com/testing/
App Center Test: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/appcenter/test-cloud/
Sauce Labs: https://saucelabs.com/
pCloudy: https://www.pcloudy.com/
Kobiton: https://kobiton.com/
Experitest: https://experitest.com/mobile-cloud-testing/seetestcloud-online/
Mobile Labs: https://mobilelabsinc.com/products/deviceconnect
Perfecto Mobile: https://www.perfectomobile.com/the-cloud-based-testing-lab/
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Native App Testing Frameworks
Calabash: http://calaba.sh/
Appium: http://appium.io/
Espresso: https://developer.android.com/training/testing/espresso/index.html
Android UI Automator: https://developer.android.com/training/testing/ui-automator.html
Robotium: http://www.robotium.org/
XCTest: https://developer.apple.com/documentation/xctest
XCUITest:
https://developer.apple.com/library/content/documentation/DeveloperTools/Conceptual/tes
ting_with_xcode/chapters/09-ui_testing.html
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Appendix B:
Test Technologies and Level Analysis
Papers are cross-referenced by their primary Test Tech types. Most tests must run on
either a physical device or on a virtual device, but these are not called out unless the type
of device environment is significant to that paragraph’s testing approach.
Descriptive paragraphs are repeated in each Test Tech type that applies; for ease of
reading, paragraphs which have appeared previously in this appendix are repeated entirely
in italics, making them easy to skim when they appear again. The repetition helps in
forming a complete picture of the scope being done within each Test Tech type.
Selected papers not dealing with mobile apps are marked “Not a mobile paper.”
These are included to round out the picture of the Test Tech.

Test Tech: Physical Devices
(Delamaro et al., 2006) present a tool to assess code coverage as a mobile app is exercised,
accommodating the limited RAM, limited file system space, and diverse network
communication methods of mobile devices by configuring an appropriate collection of
runtime trace information and transferring it to a desktop machine to do all the analysis.
Because this work predates both iPhone and Android, it is too old to apply directly to
modern mobile apps; consequently, it was not classified into a Level. Also utilizes Test
Tech: Code Manipulation.
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(Agarwal, Mahajan, Zheng, & Bahl, 2010) combine collection of telemetry data
from production app usage with a central server which uses AI to reason about the reports,
making matches to existing known bugs, hypothesizing about new bugs, and requesting
more specific data from different phones in different operating conditions to clarify
problems without overloading any device. Because this approach begins from a found
anomaly, it is really a debugging technique rather than a testing technique capable of
revealing problems that need to be addressed. As such, this approach was not classified
into a Level.
(Ridene, Belloir, Barbier, & Couture, 2010) and (Ridene & Barbier, 2011) present
an abstracted test language for use in directing operations on physical devices located in a
testbed across the network and use this language to implement an early cloud-based testing
service. These interactions are performed at the device level, not at the app level, and so
may be used to test app installs and cross-application communications; incorporating more
than one device in the test allows the tester to specify one device sending the other various
interruptive messages, such as calling the other device. Because the test language is
abstracted and common across all devices, the same test can be replayed on arbitrarily
different devices, although the scaling mechanism is not clear. They also provide a
Monkey testing feature to interact with arbitrary applications at a basic level. This is
classified at Ready to Test (Level 1).
(Huang & Gong, 2012) present an early cloud collection of mobile devices
controlled via software rather than via hardware wired to each phone; users of the cloud
access devices via a web interface and can leave a recorded script to be run on various
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devices overnight, analyzing the test results in the morning. This approach is a multidevice example of Level 2 (Closely Controlled).
(Kaasila et al., 2012) present TestDroid, an early cloud-based service providing
test access to many Android devices. TestDroid is built atop Robotium, which means it
uses the Visual GUI Tree to interact with applications during testing. At the time of this
paper, tests could be varied to run under different Android software versions and different
hardware configurations in a few ways; thus, this is a multi-device example of Level 2
(Closely Controlled). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Campillo-Sanchez et al., 2013) present a means for moving a physical mobile
device about within a simulated world environment, the avatar interacting with the virtual
world and the virtual details reflected to the real-world device. Because the virtual world
serves as an alternative to a Living Lab, the scope of contextual data in the virtual world is
presumably quite large. This is a rare example of a manual approach to Level 3
(Predictable Variations). Also utilizes Test Tech: Simulation Environments.
(Liang et al., 2013) and (Liang et al., 2014) present a cloud-based mobile context
simulation tool that can vary mobile environment characteristics quite broadly while an
app is being exercised. Most of the work is done on virtual devices, as there should be no
hardware dependencies for many variations of changes in networking conditions, different
loads on the CPU and RAM, etc. When specific hardware is required, their tool routes the
tests to physical devices. Their tool provides the ability to composite 1254 real-world
network performance behaviors, 3 levels of CPU use, 3 levels of available memory, and
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GPS data updates while automatically traversing an app’s GUI on a variety of devices;
they have also developed an AI-guided database to limit the compositing of test conditions
to situations which can conceivably occur in real life. Because this approach can combine
a sufficient variety of details to encounter unexpected, troublesome conditions, this
approach is classified at Discovers Unexpected (Level 4). Also utilizes Test Tech: Virtual
Devices, Test Tech: Simulation Environments, and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Banerjee et al., 2014) attach a power meter to a mobile device and record system
calls made while exercising an app to obtain information about energy bugs in the mobile
app. The Visual GUI Tree is used to exercise the app. Because this approach addresses
one device at a time, it is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test
Tech: System Monitoring and Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Estevez & Carlsson, 2014) present a system for repeatedly exposing a mobile
device to the same geographical- and network-path through the real world by capturing the
relevant network conditions for specific locations in a database and running the mobile
device through a simulation of that course. This requires an external router as well as
controlling software and although the network and location conditions can be repeated
exactly, it does not appear to scale beyond one device at a time. Consequently, this is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Simulation
Environments.
(Gao et al., 2014) present an architecture supporting Mobile Testing as a Service
(MTaaS) for mobile apps, giving equal weight to supporting physical devices and virtual
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devices. This paper deals with the macro-level of the software testing process and as such
is not specific enough to be classed into a Level. Also utilizes Test Tech: Virtual Devices.
(Huang, 2014) presents the architecture for a cloud-based testing service which
provides fully-automated device compatibility testing for an arbitrary mobile app.
Although little is said about the test suite’s capacity, it seems to involve installing and
uninstalling the app as well as random Monkey execution of user interactions with the
device and its touchscreen. Some timing data, CPU and RAM usage are captured.

The

Visual GUI Tree is queried after test actions to capture app state and determine if the app
has crashed. This is a multi-device example of Ready to Test (Level 1). Also utilizes Test
Tech: Visual GUI Tree and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Lin et al., 2014) address the difficulties of testing timing-sensitive GUI
interactions, adjusting replay of test scripts based on CPU load on the mobile device. They
use CPU load information to adjust the timing of sequential events, enabling a SmartWait
functionality that waits a proportional amount of time between replayed events instead of a
fixed-length time interval inserted to avoid test failures when earlier processing steps have
not yet completed. CPU load information also allows them to batch multi-event sequences
like Fling where both the distance covered by the gesture and the timing to execute the
gesture determine the resultant behavior. Although designed to handle different GUI
layouts smoothly, it’s unclear how well this approach scales. This is classified at Closely
Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison, Test Tech: Visual GUI
Tree, and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
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(Vilkomir & Amstutz, 2014) and (Vilkomir et al., 2015) address optimizing device
selection to maximize finding device-specific problems while minimizing the number of
devices used during testing. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Zhang et al., 2015) also address optimizing device selection but present an
architecture for provisioning Mobile App Testing as a Service as well. As with Vilkomir
et al.’s work, this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Ma et al., 2016) deploy an automated testing platform that combines a GUI ripper
with a feature to read some parameterized data from a test configuration file; the app is
then exercised using test cases assembled from this data across forty mobile devices. The
presence of parameterized data can increase the specificity of the tests, but not by very
much. Consequently, this approach is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also
utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.

Test Tech: Virtual Devices
(Satoh, 2003) and (Satoh, 2004) present a solution (called Flying Emulator) for testing
mobile app software that cooperates with local subnetwork resources (like printers) without
needing to physically move the mobile device from subnetwork to subnetwork. Instead, an
emulated device is sent across the network to a host machine on the desired subnetwork,
where the app executes within its emulated device as if it were on a physical device
physically present in the correct geography. Java bytecode for network connectivity calls
is overwritten with custom classes that enable simulating loss of network connection to the
app being tested. This approach was built to display the user interface of the remote virtual
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device on the user’s desktop for direct interaction. Because this work predates both iPhone
and Android, it is too old to apply directly to modern mobile apps; consequently, it was not
classified into a Level. Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.
(Kim et al., 2009) present a tool for performance testing at the unit test level, based
upon a database of comparative data for emulators and real devices. Their framework logs
performance data and method calls on tests run in an emulator, then uses the database
information to predict results on real devices. This work predates Android and is too old to
apply directly to modern mobile apps; consequently, it was not classified into a Level.
Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.
(Lee, Kim, Ryu, Kim, & Lee, 2009) present a comprehensive virtual device
environment permitting identification and isolation of bugs not merely at the app level but
also at the system services or kernel level. It appears to require a manual record step
before replay can be automated and does not appear to support variation in test runs. This
work overlaps with the early days of Android but did not focus on it, so it is too old to
apply directly to modern mobile apps; consequently, it was not classified into a Level.
(Shiraz et al., 2012) present a simulator to find the computationally intensive
segments of a mobile app before renting time on real devices. The purpose of this
simulation is to support research development of computing intensive applications, so that
the proper distribution of cloud-hosted functionality vs. mobile-device-hosted functionality
can be implemented. The approach is manually controlled, and no scaling mechanism is
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apparent. Because the primary goal of this approach is to obtain information to guide
Development Focus design decisions, this is classified at Dev Testing (Level 0).
(Liang et al., 2013) and (Liang et al., 2014) present a cloud-based mobile context
simulation tool that can vary mobile environment characteristics quite broadly while an
app is being exercised. Most of the work is done on virtual devices, as there should be no
hardware dependencies for many variations of changes in networking conditions, different
loads on the CPU and RAM, etc. When specific hardware is required, their tool routes the
tests to physical devices. Their tool provides the ability to composite 1254 real-world
network performance behaviors, 3 levels of CPU use, 3 levels of available memory, and
GPS data updates while automatically traversing an app’s GUI on a variety of devices;
they have also developed an AI-guided database to limit the compositing of test conditions
to situations which can conceivably occur in real life. Because this approach can combine
a sufficient variety of details to encounter unexpected, troublesome conditions, this
approach is classified at Discovers Unexpected (Level 4). Also utilizes Test Tech: Physical
Devices, Test Tech: Simulation Environments, and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Gao et al., 2014) present an architecture supporting Mobile Testing as a Service
(MTaaS) for mobile apps, giving equal weight to supporting physical devices and virtual
devices. This paper deals with the macro-level of the software testing process and as such
is not specific enough to be classed into a Level. Also utilizes Test Tech: Physical
Devices.
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(Villanes et al., 2015) present early work on a cloud service aiming to provide fully
automated testing of specific criteria for mobile apps defined by the App Quality Alliance.
In this work they tested the installation of Android apps across a variety of emulated
devices, once under conditions expected to succeed without error, once under conditions
expected to not work due to insufficient memory, and once under conditions expected to
not work due to missing dependencies on the system. This is a multi-device example of
Ready to Test (Level 1).
(Xavier et al., 2017) argue for more extensive use of cloud-based emulators in app
testing, to control costs incurred by buying time to use real devices in the cloud. Their
argument is that not all development and testing tasks need to be done on real devices,
although they specifically cite look and feel tests as a type to be done on real devices. As
discussed in this paper, the extent of potential scale is unclear. This is a multi-device
example of Closely Controlled (Level 2).

Test Tech: Simulation Environments
(Bertolino et al., 2008) apply network research techniques to simulate many mobile
devices moving about and interacting; the context data particularly emphasized are
network communications across different network characteristics. This is too old to apply
directly to modern mobile apps, so it is not classed into a Level.
(Eugster et al., 2009) also present tools for simulating many mobile devices
moving about and interacting, but their emphasis is on geographical locations not network
locations. This is likewise quite old and is not classed into a Level.
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(Campillo-Sanchez et al., 2013) present a means for moving a physical mobile
device about within a simulated world environment, the avatar interacting with the virtual
world and the virtual details reflected to the real-world device. Because the virtual world
serves as an alternative to a Living Lab, the scope of contextual data in the virtual world is
presumably quite large. This is a rare example of a manual approach to Level 3
(Predictable Variations). Also utilizes Test Tech: Physical Devices.
(Liang et al., 2013) and (Liang et al., 2014) present a cloud-based mobile context
simulation tool that can vary mobile environment characteristics quite broadly while an
app is being exercised. Most of the work is done on virtual devices, as there should be no
hardware dependencies for many variations of changes in networking conditions, different
loads on the CPU and RAM, etc. When specific hardware is required, their tool routes the
tests to physical devices. Their tool provides the ability to composite 1254 real-world
network performance behaviors, 3 levels of CPU use, 3 levels of available memory, and
GPS data updates while automatically traversing an app’s GUI on a variety of devices;
they have also developed an AI-guided database to limit the compositing of test conditions
to situations which can conceivably occur in real life. Because this approach can combine
a sufficient variety of details to encounter unexpected, troublesome conditions, this
approach is classified at Discovers Unexpected (Level 4). Also utilizes Test Tech:
Physical Devices, Test Tech: Virtual Devices, and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Estevez & Carlsson, 2014) present a system for repeatedly exposing a mobile
device to the same geographical- and network-path through the real world by capturing
the relevant network conditions for specific locations in a database and running the mobile
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device through a simulation of that course. This requires an external router as well as
controlling software and although the network and location conditions can be repeated
exactly, it does not appear to scale beyond one device at a time. Consequently, this is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Physical Devices.
(Griebe & Gruhn, 2014) extend UML diagrams with context information and use
that information to drive testcases simulating the app running with those context details.
Tests are executed using Calabash, which is dependent upon the GUI Visual Tree. At the
time of this paper, their process was highly dependent upon manual modeling and specific
test details, and it does not appear that test case details vary between runs. This is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Meads et al., 2015) present a simulation framework permitting specific control of
network connectivity type and packet loss rates while an app is being exercised for variable
lengths of time. It also happens to be executable across a variable number of devices
simultaneously, although it is not clear that the different instances of the app can
communicate with each other during testing. Their target focus is a mobile service that
collects event data from multiple mobile devices, particularly non-user event data.

Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree
(Horowitz & Singhera, 1993) present a robustly-featured tool for testing X Windows
programs. They rely on the Visual GUI Tree to identify GUI objects, fully implement partimage comparison tests, and provide source-integrated testing libraries for writing very
flexible tests. Using the tool required C programming skills. This is too old for mapping
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to a Level to inform the picture of tools available to modern mobile app testers. Not a
mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison and Test Tech: Code
Manipulation.
(Mosley, 1995) gives an overview of object-based (Visual GUI Tree) vs. eventbased (screen positions and mouse clicks) approaches to testing GUI applications, noting
the greater reliability of the object-based approach in general, although the event-based
approach is better suited for situations where the timing of mouse clicks and precise
location of a click are important. As a discussion of aspects of the technology, this is not a
testing approach and thus not suitable to classify to a Level. Not a mobile paper.
(Chisholm, 1997) provides a quick overview of GUI testing tools at SAS Institute,
which spun their own tools as their needs preceded the availability of good tools in the
marketplace. Mentions the problems Visual GUI Tools have coping with custom GUI
objects as well as pixel-by-pixel image comparison, for which a feature of SAS software
was particularly well-suited. This is too old for mapping to a Level to inform the picture of
tools available to modern mobile app testers. Not a mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech:
Image Comparison.
(Kropp & Morales, 2010) compare two Android app testing frameworks, both
made available very early in the platform’s history. The Android Instrumentation
Framework uses test classes that permit low-level access to application resources, at the
cost of reimplementing key functionality in the test class code. The Positron framework
brokers testcase interaction with a running instance of the app in a client(testcases)-
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server(app) manner; these testcases can interact with the GUI via any element which can be
accessed via the Visual GUI Tree by dot-path specification, and these testcases can
manipulate any resource for which the app’s code includes getters and setters. Both
approaches are classified as Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Code
Manipulation.
(Amalfitano et al., 2011) bring desktop GUI crawling technologies to Android
mobile apps, automatically building a model of the GUI of a mobile app and GUI events
users can initiate, then exercising all those state transitions. At this point in time, the focus
was limited to GUI navigation of one app at a time. This is classified at Ready to Test
(Level 1).
(Chang et al., 2011) combine image-comparison technology with the object-level
detail available through the Visual GUI Tree to create more robust interaction techniques
atop existing desktop user interfaces, leveraging the strengths of both. This is not a testing
paper and cannot be classed into a Level. Not a mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech:
Image Comparison.
(Takala et al., 2011) describe their experience applying model-based testing to an
Android app in the era of Android 2.1 (Éclair) and 2.2 (Froyo) (both now obsolete). At the
time, the accessibility API access was insufficient for their needs, and security limitations
around the alternatives forced them to write their own harvester of the Visual GUI Tree
information known to the Android OS. This is classified at Ready to Test (Level 1).
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(Ušaniov & Motiejūnas, 2011) hand-build their models of the GUI of an
application, annotating transitions with oracle information, then use Visual GUI Tree
information to drive tests and obtain data to verify against the oracle for that state
transition. Their data about the overhead costs of GUI-based tests leads them to find ways
to minimize their test set. This was not mapped to a Level because doing so will not
inform the picture of tools available to modern mobile app testers. Not a mobile paper.
(Amalfitano, Fasolino, Tramontana, Carmine, & Memon, 2012) and (Amalfitano,
Fasolino, Tramontana, Carmine, & Imparato, 2012) present AndroidRipper, which
automatically traverses the Visual GUI Tree of an Android app and fires test cases it
encounters possible user events. This extends Amalfitano et al’s 2011 work by providing
an interface by which the user can tune how test cases are generated. If the app is not to
start in a perfectly clean state, the tester must manually configure the starting state before
running the tool. This is classified at Ready to Test (Level 1).
(Kaasila et al., 2012) present TestDroid, an early cloud-based service providing
test access to many Android devices. TestDroid is built atop Robotium, which means it
uses the Visual GUI Tree to interact with applications during testing. At the time of this
paper, tests could be varied to run under different Android software versions and different
hardware configurations in a few ways; thus, this is a multi-device example of Level 2
(Closely Controlled). Also utilizes Test Tech: Physical Devices.
(Amalfitano et al., 2013) augments their existing GUI ripping tool to exercise the
GUI of an Android app but also inject context events related to specific event patterns
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describing real-world scenarios the device may experience (e.g. loss and recovery of GPS
signal). They modified core Android libraries to permit them to access needed event
handlers. Because the context data enables testing some functionality beneath the GUI
layer, this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Code
Manipulation.
(Azim & Neamtiu, 2013) present their own Android ripping tool to automatically
exercise apps based on the Visual GUI Tree information. Although the testing focus
remains on app navigation, their approach adds the capacity to reach states called by other
apps or by background tasks, not just those triggered by user actions. They measure the
Android Activity coverage and method coverage they obtain. This is classified at Ready to
Test (Level 1).
(Jensen et al., 2013) combine source code analysis of event handlers, concolic
execution35, and Visual GUI Tree information to derive testcases capable of reaching hardto-trigger lines in the source. This is a means of automatically finding complex testcases
dependent upon several state changes earlier in the program execution to reach the
particular line of interest. This is an example of complex but Closely Controlled (Level 2)
testing. Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.

35

Concolic execution traces symbolic variables along concrete execution paths that depend on

particular input values.
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(Yan et al., 2013) look for memory leaks by extending the Visual GUI Tree model
of an app with transitions related to interactions with the device (like the Home Button and
the Power Button); they then exercise the app with a set of user interactions that should
have zero effect on the functionality of the app (e.g. rotating the device several times,
zooming in and out again, etc.) and monitor system resources to see where memory may be
leaking. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: System
Monitoring.
(Yang et al., 2013) instrument source code for potentially time-consuming
operations and alter the replay timing of specific operations of interest to test how apps
handle slow successes. They insert delays around several API calls into an app’s source
code: 15 related to network communications, 25 to disk access, 11 to database operations,
and 6 to bitmap processing; the extent of the delay is reconfigurable between test runs.
This is classified at Predictable Variations (Level 3). Also utilizes Test Tech: Code
Manipulation.
(Amalfitano et al., 2014) augment their earlier Android GUI ripping work by
adding seven event patterns capturing interactions between the app and services offered by
the device. This enables them to test how certain GUI behaviors or event sequences
behave in more detail. Because the context data enables testing some functionality beneath
the GUI layer, this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Banerjee et al., 2014) attach a power meter to a mobile device and record system
calls made while exercising an app to obtain information about energy bugs in the mobile
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app. The Visual GUI Tree is used to exercise the app. Because this approach addresses
one device at a time, it is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test
Tech: System Monitoring and Test Tech: Physical Devices.
(Bauersfeld & Vos, 2014) present their own GUI ripper tool for desktop
applications, augmented by the ability of the tester to direct the tool to test certain kinds of
GUI actions, including complex mouse-path gestures. This was not mapped to a Level
because doing so will not inform the picture of tools available to modern mobile app
testers. Not a mobile paper.
(Costa et al., 2014) assess the applicability of web-based Pattern Based GUI
Testing approaches to the testing of Android mobile apps. They showed that while the
core idea of UI patterns recurring across applications to provide similar functionality
remains, some of the technical details powering the tools need to be recoded or reenvisioned to account for the greater variability of the mobile context. This is classified at
Ready to Test (Level 1). Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison.
(Griebe & Gruhn, 2014) extend UML diagrams with context information and use
that information to drive testcases simulating the app running with those context details.
Tests are executed using Calabash, which is dependent upon the GUI Visual Tree. At the
time of this paper, their process was highly dependent upon manual modeling and specific
test details, and it does not appear that test case details vary between runs. This is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Simulation
Environments.
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(Hao et al., 2014) present PUMA, which separates logic for GUI exploration from
logic for app behavior analysis. An extension to Java provides the ability to direct GUI
exploration based on properties of the test goals and to code event handlers to respond to
things the app does. This was written for app providers or app ecosystem researchers who
need to search for a specific behavior across thousands of apps efficiently. This serves a
target audience outside the focus of this dissertation, so this was not classed into a Level.
Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Hesenius et al., 2014) enable specification and testing of complex touch-gestures,
suitably disturbed to reflect natural human variance (much as written signatures are a little
bit different each time). They built a customized version of Calabash to handle these
gestures, and thus are using Visual GUI Tree technology. Tests must be precisely defined,
so this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Huang, 2014) presents the architecture for a cloud-based testing service which
provides fully-automated device compatibility testing for an arbitrary mobile app.
Although little is said about the test suite’s capacity, it seems to involve installing and
uninstalling the app as well as random Monkey execution of user interactions with the
device and its touchscreen. Some timing data, CPU and RAM usage are captured.

The

Visual GUI Tree is queried after test actions to capture app state and determine if the app
has crashed. This is a multi-device example of Ready to Test (Level 1). Also utilizes Test
Tech: Physical Devices and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
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(Lin et al., 2014) address the difficulties of testing timing-sensitive GUI
interactions, adjusting replay of test scripts based on CPU load on the mobile device.
They use CPU load information to adjust the timing of sequential events, enabling a
SmartWait functionality that waits a proportional amount of time between replayed events
instead of a fixed-length time interval inserted to avoid test failures when earlier
processing steps have not yet completed. CPU load information also allows them to batch
multi-event sequences like Fling where both the distance covered by the gesture and the
timing to execute the gesture determine the resultant behavior. Although designed to
handle different GUI layouts smoothly, it’s unclear how well this approach scales. This is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison, Test
Tech: Physical Devices, and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Mahmood et al., 2014) present EvoDroid, which applies evolutionary testing to
Android apps to achieve high code coverage with automatically generated test cases. First
the app Manifest file is parsed and then the XML layout files for all the Activities within
the app; this creates the model of GUI elements. Then a call-graph model is constructed of
related segments of the code; this collection of trees is united into a single tree by applying
knowledge about how the Android application environment works. Testcases are evolved
from seed data to walk through the app model (execution implemented using Robotium).
The introduction of uncertainty about which parent data will be pushed into the new
generation introduces some unpredictability and partial mutations of the test data in
evolved test cases adds more unpredictability, but the end goal is a specific test suite with
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high code coverage of the application. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.
(Nguyen et al., 2014) provides a detailed description of GUITAR, which applies
GUI ripping to desktop applications in a very flexible and extensible way, varying and
combining different oracles in testing performed as the tool automatically walks through
the application. This brings GUI-ripping testing to a point where it can be combined with
application-specific oracles (custom-coded) to test significant functionality of the
application. This was not classed into a Level because it does not apply directly to mobile
app testing. Not a mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.
(Amalfitano, Amatucci et al., 2015) address the saturation effect of automated
model exploration, setting a code-coverage metric as a stopping condition for
AndroidRipper to stop exercising the GUI. The goal is breadth of coverage as quickly as
possible, therefore preferably avoiding long sequences and other repetitive paths. This is
classified at Ready to Test (Level 1).
(Amalfitano, Fasolino et al., 2015) briefly describes MobiGUITAR and some of
the changes necessary to port their desktop tool to handle Android mobile apps. Notably,
state-sensitive GUI models and means of working with mobile app security divisions were
required; test cases are generated for JUnit in this implementation. It is not clear that all
the flexibility of GUITAR for desktops is present in MobiGUITAR; the security model of
mobile platforms, which isolate apps, is part of the complication. This is classified at
Ready to Test (Level 1). Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.
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(Imparato, 2015) describes work on automating testing of editable text fields
within a GUI in conjunction with a GUI ripper. After a little manual configuration, the
tool can push the boundaries of text-handling throughout the Android app. Image
snapshots are gathered and sent with the Visual GUI Tree to the GUI Analyzer component,
but it is unclear how these images are used; the images may only be used for a humanreadable report. The variations in text inputs are constructed according to patterns, not
drawn from fixed-value lists. This is classified at Predictable Variations (Level 3).
(Joorabchi et al., 2015) capture Visual GUI Trees and method invocation traces of
the same app on different platforms, merge the models, and highlight the differences
between the platforms. The scope is limited to the structure of two instances of the same
app, so this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Code
Manipulation.
(Morgado & Paiva, 2015a) and (Morgado & Paiva, 2015b) present early work in
automating the testing of GUI patterns on Android apps. Three patterns (side drawer,
orientation, and resource dependency) are formally defined and the iMPAcT tool is
implemented to trawl an arbitrary app, looking for these patterns, and automatically testing
them if they are present. Android’s UIAutomator is used to implement the tool, providing
access to the Visual GUI Tree and state information about the device, as well as a few
device-level actions like pressing the Home Button or rotating the device. This is
classified at Ready to Test (Level 1).
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(Banerjee, 2016) extends the GUITAR GUI ripping tool to automatically test
sequences of three events in a desktop app which code analysis revealed share code or
program state; these events are suspected of potentially interacting with each other. This
was not classed into a Level because it does not apply directly to mobile app testing. Not a
mobile paper.
(Gronli & Ghinea, 2016) present a tool to drive the exact same GUI-based test
cases cross-platform through Android and iOS versions of the same app. The paper
contains several points about the difficulties with maintaining test automation suites faced
in industry. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Ma et al., 2016) deploy an automated testing platform that combines a GUI ripper
with a feature to read some parameterized data from a test configuration file; the app is
then exercised using test cases assembled from this data across forty mobile devices. The
presence of parameterized data can increase the specificity of the tests, but not by very
much. Consequently, this approach is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also
utilizes Test Tech: Physical Devices.
(Moran et al., 2016) and (Moran et al., 2017) present early work on CrashScope,
which combines identification of Android Activities which are sensitive to context data
(e.g., device rotation) with text input generation to manipulate these values while exploring
a running app. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Rojas et al., 2016) explore architecting and provisioning a cloud-based testing
service (all emulators for budget reasons); all the testing tools employed in their service
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rely on the Visual GUI Tree. This is a multi-device example of Closely Controlled (Level
2).
(Deng et al., 2017) present early work developing Android mutation operators for
mutation testing; at this stage, tests are manually constructed. The goal is to generate a test
suite with high code coverage for an application. This work is classified at Closely
Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.

Test Tech: Image Comparison
(Horowitz & Singhera, 1993) present a robustly-featured tool for testing X Windows
programs. They rely on the Visual GUI Tree to identify GUI objects, fully implement partimage comparison tests, and provide source-integrated testing libraries for writing very
flexible tests. Using the tool required C programming skills. This is too old for mapping
to a Level to inform the picture of tools available to modern mobile app testers. Not a
mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree and Test Tech: Code
Manipulation.
(Chisholm, 1997) provides a quick overview of GUI testing tools at SAS Institute,
which spun their own tools as their needs preceded the availability of good tools in the
marketplace. Mentions the problems Visual GUI Tools have coping with custom GUI
objects as well as pixel-by-pixel image comparison, for which a feature of SAS software
was particularly well-suited. This is too old for mapping to a Level to inform the picture of
tools available to modern mobile app testers. Not a mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech:
Visual GUI Tree.
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(Zettlemoyer & St. Amant, 1999) and (St. Amant et al., 2000) describe VisMap, an
image-based GUI interaction mechanism suitable for automating programs and tasks where
the developers did not provide an API to connect into. This is not a testing paper and
cannot be classed into a Level. Not a mobile paper.
(Yeh et al., 2009) introduces Sikuli, a scriptable GUI interaction mechanism based
on computer vision technologies. It was designed to allow users to search for help about
icons without having to guess the name of the icon in the documentation, and the scripting
feature expanded it to enable end-user programming for Visual Meaning tasks. This is the
beginning of viability for part-image comparison technology. This is not a testing paper
and cannot be classed into a Level. Not a mobile paper.
(Chang et al., 2010) applies Sikuli to automated software testing, bringing partimage comparison to desktop software testing. This enabled automation of Visual
Meaning tests at the GUI-rendering layer, separate from underlying functionality. As such,
this is particularly suited for unit testing and continuous regression testing. This was not
classed into a Level because it does not apply directly to mobile app testing. Not a mobile
paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation.
(Chang et al., 2011) combine image-comparison technology with the object-level
detail available through the Visual GUI Tree to create more robust interaction techniques
atop existing desktop user interfaces, leveraging the strengths of both. This is not a testing
paper and cannot be classed into a Level. Not a mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech:
Visual GUI Tree.
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(Borjesson & Feldt, 2012) report on an industrial trial use of Sikuli and an
unnamed commercial tool in applying image-comparison testing to software testing at that
company. This is an experience report, not a testing approach, and cannot be classed into a
Level. Not a mobile paper.
(Costa et al., 2014) assess the applicability of web-based Pattern Based GUI
Testing approaches to the testing of Android mobile apps. They showed that while the core
idea of UI patterns recurring across applications to provide similar functionality remains,
some of the technical details powering the tools need to be recoded or re-envisioned to
account for the greater variability of the mobile context. This is classified at Ready to Test
(Level 1). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Lin et al., 2014) address the difficulties of testing timing-sensitive GUI
interactions, adjusting replay of test scripts based on CPU load on the mobile device.
They use CPU load information to adjust the timing of sequential events, enabling a
SmartWait functionality that waits a proportional amount of time between replayed events
instead of a fixed-length time interval inserted to avoid test failures when earlier
processing steps have not yet completed. CPU load information also allows them to batch
multi-event sequences like Fling where both the distance covered by the gesture and the
timing to execute the gesture determine the resultant behavior. Although designed to
handle different GUI layouts smoothly, it’s unclear how well this approach scales. This is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Physical Devices, Test
Tech: Visual GUI Tree, and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
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(da Costa et al., 2015) extends Sikuli to test context indicators on Windows Phone
systems, looking for things like changes in screen orientation, specific battery-indicator
levels, network type and whether it is enabled, and whether location services are enabled.
These tests are done at the GUI layer only and do not inspect corresponding functionality
beneath the layer of the GUI. This is a multi-device example of Ready to Test (Level 1).
(Garousi et al., 2017) report on an industrial study of Sikuli and JAutomate (both
now described as tools for “Visual GUI Testing”) to assess which would be a better fit for
the needs of that company. This is an experience report, not a testing approach, and cannot
be classed into a Level. Not a mobile paper.

Test Tech: Code Manipulation
(Horowitz & Singhera, 1993) present a robustly-featured tool for testing X Windows
programs. They rely on the Visual GUI Tree to identify GUI objects, fully implement partimage comparison tests, and provide source-integrated testing libraries for writing very
flexible tests. Using the tool required C programming skills. This is too old for mapping
to a Level to inform the picture of tools available to modern mobile app testers. Not a
mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison and Test Tech: Visual GUI
Tree.
(Satoh, 2003) and (Satoh, 2004) present a solution (called Flying Emulator) for
testing mobile app software that cooperates with local subnetwork resources (like printers)
without needing to physically move the mobile device from subnetwork to subnetwork.
Instead, an emulated device is sent across the network to a host machine on the desired
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subnetwork, where the app executes within its emulated device as if it were on a physical
device physically present in the correct geography. Java bytecode for network connectivity
calls is overwritten with custom classes that enable simulating loss of network connection
to the app being tested. This approach was built to display the user interface of the remote
virtual device on the user’s desktop for direct interaction. Because this work predates both
iPhone and Android, it is too old to apply directly to modern mobile apps; consequently, it
was not classified into a Level. Also utilizes Test Tech: Virtual Devices.
(Delamaro et al., 2006) present a tool to assess code coverage as a mobile app is
exercised, accommodating the limited RAM, limited file system space, and diverse network
communication methods of mobile devices by configuring an appropriate collection of
runtime trace information and transferring it to a desktop machine to do all the analysis.
Because this work predates both iPhone and Android, it is too old to apply directly to
modern mobile apps; consequently, it was not classified into a Level. Also utilizes Test
Tech: Physical Devices.
(Kim et al., 2009) present a tool for performance testing at the unit test level,
based upon a database of comparative data for emulators and real devices. Their
framework logs performance data and method calls on tests run in an emulator, then uses
the database information to predict results on real devices. This work predates Android
and is too old to apply directly to modern mobile apps; consequently, it was not classified
into a Level. Also utilizes Test Tech: Virtual Devices.
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(Sama & Harty, 2009) describe implementing a mobile app instrumentation and
code-coverage tool for J2ME mobile apps; their tool also executes manually-written “endto-end” tests. This work predates Android and is too old to apply directly to modern
mobile apps; consequently, it was not classified into a Level.
(Chang et al., 2010) applies Sikuli to automated software testing, bringing partimage comparison to desktop software testing. This enabled automation of Visual
Meaning tests at the GUI-rendering layer, separate from underlying functionality. As
such, this is particularly suited for unit testing and continuous regression testing. This was
not classed into a Level because it does not apply directly to mobile app testing. Not a
mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison.
(Kropp & Morales, 2010) compare two Android app testing frameworks, both
made available very early in the platform’s history. The Android Instrumentation
Framework uses test classes that permit low-level access to application resources, at the
cost of reimplementing key functionality in the test class code. The Positron framework
brokers testcase interaction with a running instance of the app in a client(testcases)server(app) manner; these testcases can interact with the GUI via any element which can
be accessed via the Visual GUI Tree by dot-path specification, and these testcases can
manipulate any resource for which the app’s code includes getters and setters. Both
approaches are classified as Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual
GUI Tree.
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(Franke et al., 2012) describe a method for testing a mobile app’s response to
lifecycle events, arguing that in addition to being poorly handled sometimes, the
documentation provided for the platforms is often incomplete or incorrect. They write
callback methods into the app’s source code to handle the testing needs; since a key part of
this testing is allowing the system to kill and restart the app, no app state can be guaranteed
to be saved otherwise. They triggered the desired lifecycle event by manually inserting the
required system event. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Mirzaei et al., 2012) analyze an Android app’s source code and recompile it to be
compatible with the well-established symbolic execution tool Java PathFinder. They also
build a call-graph model of the entire app, including all its possible launch points, and use
this to create context-free grammars from which test case code is generated. The goal is to
create a test suite achieving a specific code-coverage value. This is classified at Closely
Controlled (Level 2).
(van der Merwe et al., 2012) implement their own Android extension to Java
PathFinder to enable functionality testing on the standard JVM and supplement this with
another Java PathFinder extension to drive the application via scripts that specify both
system and user input. These testcases are manually written but may be programmatically
combined in some ways as the app is exercised; it is not clear what scope of variability
may result. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
(Zhang & Elbaum, 2012) and (Zhang & Elbaum, 2014) discuss extensively testing
exception-handling code when calls to external resources fail. These scenarios are
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extremely difficult to trigger via most testing methods yet can result in critical and quite
complicated bugs. Their approach instruments an Android app’s source code to identify
where external resources are called, then provides mock resources which respond to those
calls during test runs; they rely on a pre-existing test suite which calls the resources in
question. The mock resources return success or failure according to defined patterns and
the pre-existing testcases are repeated until the mock resource has been called a configured
number of times. This is classified at Predictable Variations (Level 3).
(Amalfitano et al., 2013) augments their existing GUI ripping tool to exercise the
GUI of an Android app but also inject context events related to specific event patterns
describing real-world scenarios the device may experience (e.g. loss and recovery of GPS
signal). They modified core Android libraries to permit them to access needed event
handlers. Because the context data enables testing some functionality beneath the GUI
layer, this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual
GUI Tree.
(Jensen et al., 2013) combine source code analysis of event handlers, concolic
execution, and Visual GUI Tree information to derive testcases capable of reaching hardto-trigger lines in the source. This is a means of automatically finding complex testcases
dependent upon several state changes earlier in the program execution to reach the
particular line of interest. This is an example of complex but Closely Controlled (Level 2)
testing. Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
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(Yang et al., 2013) instrument source code for potentially time-consuming
operations and alter the replay timing of specific operations of interest to test how apps
handle slow successes. They insert delays around several API calls into an app’s source
code: 15 related to network communications, 25 to disk access, 11 to database operations,
and 6 to bitmap processing; the extent of the delay is reconfigurable between test runs.
This is classified at Predictable Variations (Level 3). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI
Tree.
(Hao et al., 2014) present PUMA, which separates logic for GUI exploration from
logic for app behavior analysis. An extension to Java provides the ability to direct GUI
exploration based on properties of the test goals and to code event handlers to respond to
things the app does. This was written for app providers or app ecosystem researchers who
need to search for a specific behavior across thousands of apps efficiently. This serves a
target audience outside the focus of this dissertation, so this was not classed into a Level.
Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree and Test Tech: System Monitoring.
(Mahmood et al., 2014) present EvoDroid, which applies evolutionary testing to
Android apps to achieve high code coverage with automatically generated test cases. First
the app Manifest file is parsed and then the XML layout files for all the Activities within the
app; this creates the model of GUI elements. Then a call-graph model is constructed of
related segments of the code; this collection of trees is united into a single tree by applying
knowledge about how the Android application environment works. Testcases are evolved
from seed data to walk through the app model (execution implemented using Robotium).
The introduction of uncertainty about which parent data will be pushed into the new
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generation introduces some unpredictability and partial mutations of the test data in
evolved test cases adds more unpredictability, but the end goal is a specific test suite with
high code coverage of the application. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2).
Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Nguyen et al., 2014) provides a detailed description of GUITAR, which applies
GUI ripping to desktop applications in a very flexible and extensible way, varying and
combining different oracles in testing performed as the tool automatically walks through
the application. This brings GUI-ripping testing to a point where it can be combined with
application-specific oracles (custom-coded) to test significant functionality of the
application. This was not classed into a Level because it does not apply directly to mobile
app testing. Not a mobile paper. Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Ongkosit & Takada, 2014) implement a static code analyzer that looks for
potentially long-running API calls homed in the Android user interface thread rather than
spun off into a separate thread; such misplaced calls result in responsiveness bugs in the
deployed software. This is classified at Dev Testing (Level 0).
(Shahriar et al., 2014) modify an app’s source code and packaging details to trigger
failures that are prone to cause memory leaks. They investigate a small set of memory-leak
triggers: repeatedly launching an app, frequently changing orientation of the device,
replacing a randomly-chosen image file in the app package with a much larger file, and
deleting four memory-freeing system calls from the application before repackaging it to see
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how the app behaves when memory release operations fail. This is classified at Closely
Controlled (Level 2).
(Amalfitano, Fasolino et al., 2015) briefly describes MobiGUITAR and some of the
changes necessary to port their desktop tool to handle Android mobile apps. Notably,
state-sensitive GUI models and means of working with mobile app security divisions were
required; test cases are generated for JUnit in this implementation. It is not clear that all
the flexibility of GUITAR for desktops is present in MobiGUITAR; the security model of
mobile platforms, which isolate apps, is part of the complication. This is classified at
Ready to Test (Level 1). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Joorabchi et al., 2015) capture Visual GUI Trees and method invocation traces of
the same app on different platforms, merge the models, and highlight the differences
between the platforms. The scope is limited to the structure of two instances of the same
app, so this is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual
GUI Tree.
(Deng et al., 2017) present early work developing Android mutation operators for
mutation testing; at this stage, tests are manually constructed. The goal is to generate a
test suite with high code coverage for an application. This work is classified at Closely
Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.

Test Tech: System Monitoring
(Liang et al., 2013) and (Liang et al., 2014) present a cloud-based mobile context
simulation tool that can vary mobile environment characteristics quite broadly while an
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app is being exercised. Most of the work is done on virtual devices, as there should be no
hardware dependencies for many variations of changes in networking conditions, different
loads on the CPU and RAM, etc. When specific hardware is required, their tool routes the
tests to physical devices. Their tool provides the ability to composite 1254 real-world
network performance behaviors, 3 levels of CPU use, 3 levels of available memory, and
GPS data updates while automatically traversing an app’s GUI on a variety of devices;
they have also developed an AI-guided database to limit the compositing of test conditions
to situations which can conceivably occur in real life. Because this approach can combine
a sufficient variety of details to encounter unexpected, troublesome conditions, this
approach is classified at Discovers Unexpected (Level 4). Also utilizes Test Tech:
Physical Devices, Test Tech: Simulation Environments, and Test Tech: Virtual Devices.
(Yan et al., 2013) look for memory leaks by extending the Visual GUI Tree model
of an app with transitions related to interactions with the device (like the Home Button and
the Power Button); they then exercise the app with a set of user interactions that should
have zero effect on the functionality of the app (e.g. rotating the device several times,
zooming in and out again, etc.) and monitor system resources to see where memory may be
leaking. This is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Visual
GUI Tree.
(Banerjee et al., 2014) attach a power meter to a mobile device and record system
calls made while exercising an app to obtain information about energy bugs in the mobile
app. The Visual GUI Tree is used to exercise the app. Because this approach addresses
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one device at a time, it is classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test
Tech: Physical Devices and Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Hao et al., 2014) present PUMA, which separates logic for GUI exploration from
logic for app behavior analysis. An extension to Java provides the ability to direct GUI
exploration based on properties of the test goals and to code event handlers to respond to
things the app does. This was written for app providers or app ecosystem researchers who
need to search for a specific behavior across thousands of apps efficiently. This serves a
target audience outside the focus of this dissertation, so this was not classed into a Level.
Also utilizes Test Tech: Code Manipulation and Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Huang, 2014) presents the architecture for a cloud-based testing service which
provides fully-automated device compatibility testing for an arbitrary mobile app.
Although little is said about the test suite’s capacity, it seems to involve installing and
uninstalling the app as well as random Monkey execution of user interactions with the
device and its touchscreen. Some timing data, CPU and RAM usage are captured.

The

Visual GUI Tree is queried after test actions to capture app state and determine if the app
has crashed. This is a multi-device example of Ready to Test (Level 1). Also utilizes Test
Tech: Physical Devices and Test Tech: Visual GUI Tree.
(Lin et al., 2014) address the difficulties of testing timing-sensitive GUI
interactions, adjusting replay of test scripts based on CPU load on the mobile device.
They use CPU load information to adjust the timing of sequential events, enabling a
SmartWait functionality that waits a proportional amount of time between replayed events
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instead of a fixed-length time interval inserted to avoid test failures when earlier
processing steps have not yet completed. CPU load information also allows them to batch
multi-event sequences like Fling where both the distance covered by the gesture and the
timing to execute the gesture determine the resultant behavior. Although designed to
handle different GUI layouts smoothly, it’s unclear how well this approach scales. This is
classified at Closely Controlled (Level 2). Also utilizes Test Tech: Image Comparison, Test
Tech: Visual GUI Tree, and Test Tech: Physical Devices.
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Appendix C
The MuffinMeals Test Scenario
One of the problems in researching functionality testing for mobile apps is that very few
mobile apps are open-source. This leaves many research papers working strictly on apps
without source code or upon toy apps developed for research purposes and not
representative of the complexity of real mobile apps.
I envision the imaginary business MuffinMeals as an alternative. As an imaginary
business, MuffinMeals has actual business needs to drive the selection of features
supported by its app. The various stages through which the imaginary business and its app
grow can be documented; historical information can be preserved; and the scenario can be
reused and extended across research efforts. In this way, it is analogous to the large data
sets used to test algorithms research.
In the initial version used in this dissertation, the MuffinMeals story is that it is a
new (imaginary) business operating a shoestring budget. The initial menu is quite small,
and customers will use the app to place their orders for a few muffins, then drive to a small
roadside stand to pick up and pay for their order. Because this (imaginary) business cannot
begin doing business until its app is functional, the muffin flavors Vanilla, Chocolate,
Strawberry, and Caramel are being used as placeholders during app development while the
business sorts out its initial offerings of meal-type flavors.
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Although this initial version is arguably a toy app, this scenario does create a
realistic app that can grow to become non-trivial, thus providing a real exercise of app
complexity over time without relying on an app of suitable complexity to be released as
open-source.
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